Concrete and Cantilever Design
Cut Costs for Modern School

Attractive, modern appearance distinguishes this fine school, completed at a cost of only 92¢ per cu. ft.—20 to 25 per cent less than the cost of other new buildings of comparable size and quality in the area.

Concrete cantilever beams at 17' 2" centers are an outstanding feature in the design. Supported on twin concrete columns that form a central corridor, they extend beyond the exterior walls of the classrooms as roof overhang. Concrete ribs between the cantilever beams carry lightweight precast concrete panels that form the roof.

In the auditorium, cantilever beams from opposite walls join at the center of the room to form a 58-ft. roof span (see drawing below). Exposed concrete masonry, used for partitions and backup throughout the structure, assures maximum firesafety, economy and durability.

Concrete construction for schools is moderate in first cost, means lower maintenance expense and extra long life. These factors add up to low annual cost—which pleases school officials and taxpayers alike.

Write for free booklet on concrete school design and construction, distributed only in the U. S. and Canada.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete... through scientific research and engineering field work.
Providing for proper expansion and contraction while keeping the building weathertight is but one of the many engineering and design problems that must be solved before any curtain wall job can be 100% satisfactory. Proper integration of the windows and wall panels is another phase of curtain wall that can best be handled by an experienced manufacturer of both architectural metalwork and windows.

While the design and fabrication of curtain walls may appear to be a simple, easy job, it’s actually a highly specialized field that demands the attention of experienced specialists.

Here at General Bronze we have had more than 10 years’ practical experience in this new and highly specialized field. Since our pioneering work in 1946 we have designed, fabricated and installed curtain wall systems for many outstanding buildings (United Nations Secretariat Building, the ALCOA Building, Lever House, 99 and 460 Park Avenue Buildings, the RCA Cherry Hill Offices, the Second National Bank Building, Houston, Texas, and others). We have produced curtain wall systems involving aluminum skins, grids with aluminum windows and insulating panels of colored alumilite or porcelain enamel as well as stainless steel grids with glass panels.

If you are interested in achieving all the many time-, money- and space-saving advantages that modern curtain walls offer without any of the headaches, call in the General Bronze representative today. He can supply from experience the answers to the many problems that may arise. Our catalogs are filed in Sweet’s, Section 17a/Ge.
We are now producing prestressed concrete under the Freyssinet process for bridges, and for industrial, commercial, and school buildings.

Prestressing transforms concrete economically into a flexible, efficient building material that takes tension without cracking, and overcomes tensile stresses caused by loads, impact, and volume change. For greater bending moment, we use only the best concrete and high tensile strength steel.

Let our engineers consult with you on this revolutionary construction material.

- Wide-flange bridge girders
- I-Beam girders
- Channels
- Double-T slabs

Approved by the Council of the City of Rochester, N. Y., and many other municipalities.

GOODSTONE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
470 HOLLENBECK STREET
ROCHESTER 21, NEW YORK

THE DEXTONE CO.
NEW HAVEN 3, CONN.
Tough Beauty

Fifty years from now, this Ironbound* Continuous Strip* hardwood floor will look just as it does today! Given only normal maintenance, it will have the same smooth beauty, the same tight-grained toughness and uniform resiliency. It will be just as popular, too—with coaches, players and maintenance men.

Ironbound Continuous Strip floors are found in gymnasiums, bakeries, machine shops, newspaper plants, post offices, schools and industrial buildings from coast to coast—every job fully guaranteed by both installer and manufacturer.

If you’re interested in floors which combine toughness and lasting beauty, write for information to the franchised New York State installer nearest you.
Consider the various elements that determine whether a window measures up to your specifications. QUALITY, PERFORMANCE and STYLE are primary considerations, of course, since they translate to home-buyer satisfaction. There's ECONOMY of labor that results from EASE-OF-INSTALLATION... made possible only by the manufacturer's rigid adherence to precise dimensions. Finally, you are concerned with the availability of a complete RANGE of SIZES and STYLES to meet every window requirement.

Whether you use one or all of these yardsticks you'll find WOODCO E-ZEE Loc Wood Awning Windows not only measure up but surpass all others in every respect.

Hotel Evans, Loch Sheldrake, N. Y.
SYDNE SCHLEMAN Associates
Architects
Middletown, N. Y.

CHECK THE WOODCO E-ZEE Loc PATENTED FEATURES:
- EASY TO LOCK
- SEQUENCE AIR CONTROL
- TOXIC-TREATED TO PREVENT DECAY
- EXTRA HEAVY SASH and FRAME
- DOUBLE VINYL WEATHERSTRIPPING (Pat. Pend.)
- WATER-REPELLENT TREATED
- COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED

For full information we refer you to Sweets Catalog or write to

WOODCO CORPORATION
Formerly General Woodcraft Co., Inc.
North Bergen, N. J.
Branches: Lowell, Mass. — Schenectady 3, N. Y.
Dur-O-wal Adds

STRUCTURAL SOUNDNESS
to Masonry Walls

1. Butt weld Dur-O-wal lies flat in the mortar bed, handles fast, provides crack control for every type of masonry wall.

6 REASONS
why Architects Specify
Dur-O-wal

- Dur-O-wal combats cracks; safeguards beauty
- The trussed design makes all steel work as a unit
- Dur-O-wal meets ASTM Specification A82-34
- Dur-O-wal handles fast, assures tight mortar joints
- Dur-O-wal’s performance has created its demand
- Dur-O-wal is nationally distributed; dealers everywhere.

Trussed Design
Butt Weld • Deformed Rods

DUR-O-WAL

the Backbone of Steel
for EVERY masonry wall

Phone, write, or wire
Dept. 5K for additional
information about Dur-O-wal

Another new school saves money with the Nesbitt Series Wind-o-line System

The $600,000 Ocean Air Elementary School of Norfolk, Virginia, will have “the thermal environment most conducive to learning” because Architect John A. Simpson specified heating and ventilating by Nesbitt.

By designing for a zoned, two-pipe, forced-hot-water installation, the architect reduced costs with the Nesbitt Series Wind-o-line System. Mains and piping were simplified; night controls and approximately 1,000 lineal feet of pipe covering were eliminated.

The key to the economy of the Nesbitt Series Wind-o-line System is the Syncretizer’s hot water heating element which multipasses a much smaller quantity of higher temperature water than is circulated by conventional systems. This reduces the size of pipes and pumps and permits the Wind-o-line tubing to serve as supply and return piping for entire classroom wings, thus eliminating mains, costly pipe trenches, coverings, and runouts. Without other investment, the system’s gravity heat maintains overnight temperatures.

Besides economy, the Nesbitt System offers greater comfort and protection. With the water temperature regulated by outdoor temperatures, the desired thermal environment is better maintained in every classroom and Wind-o-line protection along exposed surfaces is constantly related to actual needs.

Other systems requiring pipe trenches and runouts cost up to 20% more in construction, equipment and installation expenses. It will pay you to go Nesbitt.

Write today for Publication 104

Wind-o-line radiation may be had in wall-hung casings integrated with the Syncretizer, or recessed in standard Nesbitt storage cabinets. Architect Simpson chose this “Nesbitt Package” because it saved 30% over custom wood shelving.
1956 CONVENTION
Lake Placid Club
Lake Placid, New York
October 25-26-27

Action on the Tennis Courts at the Lake Placid Club!

Registration blanks for the 1956 Convention are now in the hands of the Chairman of the Publicity Committee and will be mailed together with other pertinent data about June 15.

In making your applications, kindly follow all instructions called for on the pink reservation sheet; particularly, number of reservations, time of arrival, and be sure your check is made payable to Charles R. Ellis, Treas., and mailed to Daniel Nelson, Reservation Manager, Lake Placid Club, Essex County, New York, in the pre-addressed envelope.

CONVENTION COMMITTEE

General Chairman ... Matthew W. Del Gaudio
Co-Chairmen ............. Donald Q. Faragher
Adolph Goldberg
Treasurer .................. Charles Rockwell Ellis
Registration ................ Simeon Heller
Co-Chairman .............. William Lukacs
Seminars & Speakers .. Donald Q. Faragher
Architectural Exhibits . Carl W. Clark
Commercial Exhibits .... G. Morton Wolfe
Recreational Activities William G. Distin
Ladies Program ......... Mrs. William G. Distin
Mrs. Matthew W. Del Gaudio
Mrs. Charles R. Ellis
Mrs. Carl W. Clark
Mrs. Arthur Wareham

ON THE COVER
CONGRATULATIONS and BEST

How to Use FLEXICORE in SCHOOLS

EXPOSED AND PAINTED


- FLEXICORE for School Classrooms ... Caulked and Painted ... 3 IN 1 UNIT ... Deck, Structural Beam and FINISHED CEILING All in One Unit.
- Simplified Construction for Economy.
- Easily and Speedily Erected — Long Span Saves Structural Steel.
- Firesafe and Permanent.

OTHER ANCHOR PRODUCTS

Autoclaved Denstex, Celocrete and Concrete Blocks.
Strestcrete Precast Floor and Roof Slabs.

Anchorseal Colorless Water Repellent (Silicone Base).

PRECAST LINTELS AND SILLS.

ANCHOR CONCRETE PRODUCTS INC.
WABASH AVE. at 2450 WILLIAM ST.
**WISHES ON 15th ANNIVERSARY**

Most Advantageously for ECONOMY

EXPOSED AND PAINTED WITH PERIMETER ACOUSTICS

- Contact Application of Acoustic Material in a Narrow Band Around Perimeter of the Classroom Ceiling.
- Optimum of Acoustics Available with FLEXICORE as a Sound Reflective Panel. (Write for Brochure on School Room Acoustics.)
- Alternate Application of Acoustic Material May Be Made on Walls Above Chalk Boards and Leave the FLEXICORE Entirely Exposed.

Write for Brochure, "Schools With Flexicore Slabs" on How Used Most Economically. (Construction Details Included.)

Bay County High School. Architect: Norman P. Gross, Panama City, Fla.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Dur-o-wal steel reinforcing for masonry walls.

Medusa Portland Cement Paint, for concrete wall surfaces.

Medusa Floor Coating, for concrete floors.

FLEXICORE...CHARTER ADVERTISERS

BUFFALO 6, N. Y.
Functional American Seating furniture adapts to modern styling in Elmira Heights, N.Y., school system

Another Example of Versatility in American Seating School Furniture

Today's architects, school authorities, and city engineers join forces in designing, approving, and equipping the nation's most modern schools. This is evidenced by the Elmira Heights school system, which each year buys more and more American Seating furniture as needed, and whose up-to-date classrooms are the last word in color-styling, lighting, and equipment.

American Seating desks, chairs, tables, and other school furnishings are used throughout the school, with harmonious, happy results. Choosing the furniture to meet exact needs was no problem here, because American Seating manufactures a complete line of functional, posture-perfect furniture that makes teaching simpler and more effective, makes learning easier.

If you are now planning to build or remodel a school, call in an American Seating man. He offers you greater use-values in every price bracket—with the biggest range of types and sizes, more exclusive features than any other make. See him today!
PARTNERS IN PROGRESS

Just 15 years ago, the Empire State Architect Magazine was born, to serve the architects and engineers of New York State. It was only an eight-page edition, but similar in format to the interesting publication it is today.

One of the few advertisers in that first edition was Anchor Concrete Products, Inc. of Buffalo, a company that had been formed just five years previous — 20 years ago — by Frederick W. Reinhold.

It was in March of 1986 that Mr. Reinhold, with four employees, started his company at 1375 William Street. The company had one Multiple block-making machine that turned out about 1600 8" concrete blocks per eight hour day.

As The Empire State Architect Magazine has progressed through the years to become the fine architectural publication that it is today, so has Anchor Concrete Products, Inc. progressed to become the largest producer under one roof of lightweight concrete masonry products in New York State, and one of the very largest in the United States.

Anchor — which has never missed an issue in The Empire State Architect — has been joined by many fine advertisers in the pages of the magazine, all introducing their new products and bringing messages of interest and assistance to architects and engineers.

As The Architect has steadily grown from an eight-page magazine to its present average size of 40 to 48 pages, Anchor has grown from its single block-making machine to three Besser Vibrapacs that turn out, at one time, three 8" equivalent blocks at a rate of approximately 32,000 per 16 hour day. Anchor has produced and sold its 60,000,000th block in its 20th year.

Mr. Reinhold has been a leader in the concrete masonry industry in the United States, just as he has been a leader in advertising and promotion in The Architect, and one who has been responsible for interesting other advertisers in using the magazine.

It is interesting to note this paragraph from The Concrete Manufacturer of October, 1948:

"The war building program created an entirely new crop of problems for the industry, and it soon became evident that association (National Concrete Masonry Association) activities would have to be greatly expanded if concrete masonry units were to receive adequate consideration. To meet this challenge, a small group of block producers, with the assistance of several manufacturers of concrete products machinery, undertook a project which would provide for the full-time services of a completely independent organization. To the initiative and perseverance of that group must go much of the credit for establishing the strong, effective association which serves their industry today.

"The list of officers and members of the board of directors in 1942 who planned and executed this important development, still reads like a copy of 'Who's Who In The Concrete Block Industry'."

The secretary-treasurer at that time was Mr. F. W. Reinhold.

Mr. Reinhold went on to serve as president of the National Concrete Masonry Association in 1944. He is today one of its most active members, serving on its board and taking a leading role in helping to develop the numerous new products of the industry.

He is a member of the Building Committee that has been planning the new research laboratory of the National Concrete Masonry Association, construction of which will start soon on a site in West Chicago.

Mr. Reinhold also was instrumental in organizing the New York State Concrete Masonry Association, of which he is a director and one of its most active members.

Following the opening of the Anchor plant in 1936, the company seemed to grow by leaps and bounds. In 1938, the first high production block-making machine, a Stearns Joltcrete, was added, and in 1940 a Besser Vibrapac high production machine was installed.

Soon Anchor outgrew its plant, and Mr. Reinhold started to look for new property. He purchased considerable acreage in the Town of Cheektowaga, and in 1946 — just 10 years later — the present large, efficient plant was opened with three Besser Vibrapacs and more than 100 employees.

A new, two-story office building was constructed in 1951. This building features most of the products manufactured by Anchor, such as colored and ground concrete blocks.

On hand for the "unveiling" of the three new Autoclaves at Anchor Concrete Products in 1954 was Warren Trevor Rogers (center), now president of the New York State Association of Architects, and at that time president of the Buffalo-Western New York Chapter, AIA. Looking on are Merton Marshall (left), then president of the Niagara Falls Builders Exchange, and George Herman, then president of the Construction Industry Employers Association.
face blocks laid in new and attractive patterns; Flexi-
core precast prestressed floor and roof slabs with warm
air radiant heat; precast lintels and sills, and others.
In this their 20th year, Anchor has started a two-story
addition to its office building which will include its
own testing and research laboratory.

March 8, 1954, was another banner date in the his-
tory of Anchor, for it was on that day that the first
Autoclave high-pressure steam-cured preshrunk blocks
were produced. Three Autoclaves had been installed
by Anchor at a cost of more than $250,000, an expend-
iture designed to give the architect a stabilized,
stronger, more highly efficient lightweight block.

Mr. Reinhold, who is actively interested in new
products, product improvement and research, was not
content to just produce blocks. In 1940, Anchor started
the manufacture of Flexicore slabs — one of 20 plants
in the country to manufacture this product. At the
present time, more than four and one-quarter million
square feet of Flexicore has been shipped in a 300-mile
radius of Buffalo.

Other new products, such as Streicterte precast re-
forested slabs, were introduced to the area, along with
blocks of innumerable sizes and decorative attractiv-
ness. Anchor is planning production of plastic face
blocks in varying sizes and shapes; grout block, and
others.

Many architects have long contended that the con-
crete block is one of the most flexible materials known
to the construction industry.

The concrete masonry industry has reacted to the
concepts of architects by designing scored units, intri-
cate wall patterns and units of different shapes which
lend variation to exposed wall interiors. Many archi-
tects have demonstrated what can be done with stan-
ard units to create wall patterns that express more and
more of the almost limitless pattern combinations that
make a wall a thing of beauty instead of dead occup-
ced space. The next 10 years, Mr. Reinhold observes,
will see many new shapes in concrete masonry prod-
ucts, all designed to help the architect express himself
in a truly individual way.

The beauty and flexibility of concrete blocks, used
with imagination, were well illustrated in an article in
the March issue of House and Home entitled "Behold
the Lowly Concrete Block . . . It Isn't Lowly Any
More." Noted the article: "You can get straight lines,
or curves, smooth surfaces, rough textures, or bright
colors, and you can get just about any pattern under
the sun."

Anchor last year produced some 6,500,000 blocks —
as compared with the approximately 120,000 produced
the first year of operation 20 years ago.

Total production of block in the United States last
year was more than two billion 8x8x16" or equivalent
units. This national total would be sufficient to span
the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific with 10
walls each 10 feet in height and 8 inches in thickness.
Or, if it were confined to house construction it would
build a million homes, or sufficient to house the entire
population in the great cities of Detroit, Cleveland,
and Philadelphia.

The use of concrete masonry produced by Anchor
is by no means confined to homes, for they find their
way in increasing quantities into every conceivable
type of building — for partitions in great metropolitan
office buildings and hotels; for theaters, churches,
apartments, multiple story buildings of every kind,
schools, commercial and industrial structures, farm
buildings, and swimming pools.

It is little wonder that concrete block represents 70
per cent of the volume of all masonry in the United
States.

A new revolution in the industry is imminent. Equip-
ment now under design and soon under actual
tests will make the production and delivery of concrete
masonry products almost completely automatic. The
advantages of this kind of mechanism will accrue to
architects, private home builders, and the consumer.

Due to high speed block producing machines and
increasing efficiency and mechanization in the Anchor
plant, products have increased in cost by only 40 per
cent during the past 20 years. This, contrasted with
the prices of other building materials which have in-
creased an average of over 100 per cent, is also a con-
tributing factor toward the popularity of concrete ma-
sory, Mr. Reinhold points out.

Mr. Reinhold, associated with the concrete products
industry since 1920 prior to organizing Anchor Con-
crete Products, has several "veterans" with him at An-
chor. William Schiesel was with the company when it
started in 1936 and is now its treasurer; Harvey Lee,
vice-president in charge of sales and secretary, started
in April, 1937; Raymond R. Reinhold was one of the
first members and first superintendent of the plant.
Later Mr. Reinhold's two sons, Grant, now vice-presi-
dent in charge of production, and Elmer, now director
of transportation, joined the organization. Dan L. Sut-
ter has been with Anchor since 1949. He is a graduate
architect and engineer, and is an associate member of
the Buffalo-Western New York Chapter, A.I.A.

On Jan. 1, 1956, Richard Frazier, civil engineer,
came with Anchor in charge of plant operations, qual-
ity control, research and new product development.

Anchor Concrete Products, Inc., which has grown
with The Empire State Architect, pays tribute to this
fine publication and to the organization — the New
York State Association of Architects — which had the
foresight and initiative 15 years ago to launch this
vitaly important magazine.
When architects design with Lupton Simplified Curtain-Wall Systems they put "experience" on their side. Lupton Simplified Curtain-Wall engineering is the direct result of fifty years' experience in manufacturing metal windows and exterior components. There is ample construction — in single and multi-story buildings across the country — to prove the System's advantages and benefits.

A Lupton Simplified Curtain-Wall System relieves the architect and owner of many responsibilities. The Lupton System is a "package". Yet buildings are not stereotyped. There are sufficient variables to allow unusual freedom in design, color and texture. Then, there is this big advantage . . . Lupton Curtain-Walls are manufactured and installed under a single contract.

For faster, more efficient building construction, ask your architect to get in touch with Lupton. Or write for the new Lupton Simplified Curtain-Wall brochure. It details the modern way to erect buildings of any size, any type, anywhere.

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Office and Plant: 700 E. Godfrey Avenue, Phila. 24, Pa.
New York Office: 51 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Office: 672 S. Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles 57, Calif.
Stockton Office and Warehouse: 1441 Fremont Street, Stockton, Calif.
Sales Offices and Representatives in other principal cities

**LUPTON**

**METAL WINDOWS AND CURTAIN-WALLS**
New Long Island School Gets...

More Classroom Comfort per Dollar

EASY to see why Island Trees, Long Island folks can be more than a little bit proud of their new Geneva N. Gallow School. Here's design that pleases the eye, planning that stretches town tax dollars. Planning that includes Herman Nelson DRAFT|STOP units. Not only do these units provide all the essentials for classroom comfort, they save costly fuel at the same time. Actually, they are cooling most of the time the classroom is occupied. They heat only when heat is needed to keep temperature at an ideal comfort level.

DRAFT|STOP, finest known cooling-heating-ventilating system, traps and warms the flow of cold air pouring down off large window surfaces without adding to the heat load. It mixes this air with exactly the right amount of fresh, clean outside air, then gently circulates it evenly, comfortably—with no "dead spots", no "cold pockets", and no drafts! Perfect classroom climate, more classroom comfort per dollar... always.

If you are planning a new school or a school modernization program, it will pay you to talk with your Herman Nelson man. (See list below), or write direct to Herman Nelson Unit Ventilator Products, American Air Filter Company, Inc., Louisville 8, Kentucky.

ALBANY—
Albert L. Becker, 434 Clinton Avenue

BUFFALO 2—

NEW YORK 17—
American Air Filter Company, Inc., 70 East 45th Street

ROCHESTER 4—
Howard J. Henderson, Jr., 950 Sibley Tower Building

SYRACUSE 2—
American Air Filter Company, Inc., 529 State Tower Building
Herman Nelson DRAFT|STOP unit ventilators.


with DRAFT | STOP

Herman Nelson COVERS New York State!

Some Recent New York State Installations

- High School Addition
  - Saratoga, New York
- The Capital Realty Building
  - Troy, New York
- Draper School
  - Schenectady, New York
- Knob Hill Elementary School
  - Albany County, New York
- Goodrich School Addition
  - Albany County, New York
- Maple Hill High School
  - Rensselaer County, New York
- Kennedy Elementary School
  - Kennedy, New York
- Foltman School
  - Falconer, New York
- Albion High School
  - Albion, New York
- University of Buffalo
  - Buffalo, New York
- Euclid Avenue Elementary School
  - Jamestown, New York
- Buffalo Street School
  - Jamestown, New York
- Trinity Lutheran Church School
  - Niagara Falls, New York
- Hauppauge School Addition
  - Hauppauge, New York
- Our Lady of Grace School
  - Bronx, New York
- Island Trees Memorial School
  - Island Trees, L.I., New York
- Island Trees School No. 3
  - Island Trees, L.I., New York
- Woodstock School
  - Woodstock, New York
- Brockport Elementary School
  - Brockport, New York
- University of Rochester
  - Rochester, New York
- Holy Cross School
  - Rochester, New York
- McQuaid High School
  - Rochester, New York
- Britton Road School
  - Greece, New York
- St. Agnes High School
  - Rochester, New York
- Prescott School
  - Syracuse, New York
- Red Creek Elementary School
  - Red Creek, New York
- Guilford Central School
  - Guilford, New York
- St. John the Evangelist School
  - New Hartford, New York
- Livonia Elementary School
  - Livonia, New York
- Marathon Central School
  - Marathon, New York

Herman Nelson DRAFT|STOP

UNIT VENTILATOR PRODUCTS

System of Classroom Cooling, Heating and Ventilating

American Air Filter Company, Inc.
Send TODAY for these two new catalogs

Latest data – Full of helpful details on

BAYLEY
WINDOWS and CURTAIN-WALLS

Bayley engineering thoroughness and leadership makes another contribution to advanced building designing and construction. Even "forerunning" present day trends! Now without the costliness of special window designing you can execute many of your design treatments in modern curtain-wall construction. With Bayley sub-frame design, which accommodates separate window units, standard Bayley Aluminum or Steel Projected Windows (with channel frames) of any standard size can be used—offering wide flexibility in the use of newer panel decorating materials, plus the desired window area for providing maximum air, light and vision.

Get the advantage of Bayley Engineering
These two new catalogs give full details on these important Bayley developments—as well as the plus values you get from Bayley engineering and pre-planning services when you specify Bayley. Send for your copies today.

For Sweet's reference see Bayley Aluminum Windows
File 17a/Bay and Steel Windows File 17a/8a

THE WILLIAM BAYLEY COMPANY
Springfield, Ohio

District Sales Offices: Springfield Chicago 2 New York 17 Washington 16

Where the other services also count
It's Always
BAYLEY WINDOWS
backed by 77 Years of reliability
Building for education

Elementary School—Springville, N. Y.
Architects Foit & Baschnagel

23 major contracts for educational buildings have been completed in the past seven years making a grand total of approximately forty-eight million dollars of schools completed or currently under construction.

Currently under construction:

1. Herbert C. Hoover Junior High School
   Town of Tonawanda, N. Y.
2. St. Elizabeth’s Mother House
   Allegany, N. Y.
3. Salamanca Jr.-Sr. High School
   Salamanca, N. Y.
4. Windom Primary-Elementary School
   Orchard Park, N. Y.
5. Springville Elementary School
   Springville, N. Y.
6. Charles E. Riley Elementary School
   Oswego, N. Y.
7. Newton Heights Grade School
   Norwich, N. Y.
8. Beebe Avenue Grade School
   Norwich, N. Y.
9. Gowanda Jr.-Sr. High School
   Gowanda, N. Y.
10. Nuclear Research Reactor Building
    Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The John W. Cowper Company

Incorporated
Engineers—Contractors
Buffalo, New York
THE 15th ANNIVERSARY OF THE
EMPIRE STATE ARCHITECT

REFLECTIONS

It started at the first Rochester convention. That wasn't the first New York State Association of Architects convention, there having been two prior meetings, but it was certainly the first larger gathering of architects from both upstate and the New York City area.

Charles C. Platt of the New York chapter offered the resolution directing the president to take steps to establish a magazine or news letter to go to each member periodically. It carried, but had no appropriation with which such an enterprise could be started.

Being in complete sympathy with the idea, I found myself in New York within the next few weeks. None of the three publishers I approached were interested, although one did take a week-end to consider the matter.

Returning here, I was shortly to hear from Julian Kahle, who had been informed of the association's hopes by one of the New York publishers. Mr. Kahle had launched a successful publication for one of Buffalo's clubs, which had in fact, a membership larger than our State Association.

Numerous talks followed, possible methods of financing, reimbursement for expenses and distribution of any profits were outlined.

Eventually a contract was drawn and approved by the Board of Directors. The magazine was launched — all eight pages of it — and that it has been kept aloft has been a result of the many who have taken up the cause — not the least of whom has been the publisher.

If I have any advice for anyone contemplating the publication of a magazine it is merely this — "It will be a lot easier if there are funds available with which to start."

JAMES W. KIDNEY

15 YEARS WITH THE EMPIRE STATE ARCHITECT

Conceived during the formative and transitional years of 1937-1940, during the presidency of James W. Kidney, an official publication for the New York State Association of Architects was sanctioned and subsidized for one year by the Board of Directors.

Infancy

Born as the May-June 1941 issue, attended by Jim Kidney as Editor, and Julian L. Kahle, as Publisher, it was christened "Empire State Architect," a name which had been carefully selected with due regard to grandparents, irrespective of gender.

Child's Diseases

During the next two or three years, not unlike any growing child, the publication was plagued with minor afflictions affecting its growth. It did, however, manage to creep and eventually walk without further financial aid.

Malnutrition

Lack of interest and participation by the profession and difficulty in obtaining advertising for national manufacturers soon caused alarm to the Publication Committee. How to excite advertisers became paramount to the life of the magazine.

Inoculation

The injection of interesting articles outside the profession, articles by Contributing Editors in related professions, articles by Associate Editors within the profession, and selection of a specific category of buildings for each issue, as suggested by M. L. King, together with a competition for and selection of a new cover design effected a temporary cure.

Lean and Hungry

Our child of 1941 eventually developed a desire for a more varied menu and varied menu had been approved. To properly balance the rations, maintaining the proper relation between income and cost and bolster the publication during low tide, it became necessary to pay on a per-page rate for additional pages of editorial material. Later our Association assumed, in part, the cost of adequate cuts to properly spice and season the editorial material.

Operation

At about seven years of age our growing son was faced with an emergency operation. There had been symptoms of the approaching attack by comments on policy, management, control, revenue, and the expiration of a contract with Publisher Kahle.

The operation was performed one hot August evening at the home of Storrs Barrows, Rochester, New York. Nurses in attendance were Isabel Kidney, Edna Ellis, and Winifred Barrows. Assisting in the operation were James Kidney, Charles Ellis, Matthew Del Gaudio, Storrs Barrows, and Julian Kahle. The operation was for a new and more comprehensive contract with Publisher Kahle. The operation was successful and the patient is still living in spite of a slight relapse five years later.

Thank you, Storrs, for those delicious steaks from the outdoor fire place and you, Win, for the trimmings and hospitality.

Awkward Years

All too soon our youth, carrying the editorial material, hurdles past the advertising. Several different vitamin tablets were administered to support the advertising. D plus A (determine in advance) loomed as the greatest stimulant and is still being given seasonally and with varying compounds.

This treatment requires first, that determination of building types for each of the six issues in a year be made not less than six months in advance. Second, the featured building in each issue to be selected, if possible, four months, in advance of the publication.

Teen-Age

During the past three years, the volume and quality of the editorial material have shown a marked improvement. The subject matter covers more varied
The importance of the New York State Association of Architects in professional and legislative affairs in the State of New York, began in 1928. Up to that time, all the architectural organizations in New York State operated without coordination, and in legislative matters, appeared before the legislative bodies as individual groups, with the result that their arguments carried very little weight.

This was especially noticeable in 1928 and 1929 when housing legislation was introduced at Albany, and the various chapters and societies in the state appeared through their representatives, all with conflicting views, with the result that the housing program broke down during these two years.

In 1930, James F. Bly who had been president of the New York Society of Architects, became instrumental in organizing a Council of Architects of the State of New York with a view to coordinating the legislative activities of the various chapters and societies, and thereafter the Council appeared as a representative of the entire profession in New York State. Membership in the Council, at that time, was by organization, and Mr. Bly steered the Council through many difficult channels. While he was president, the Council was firmly moulded and became a recognized group.

He was succeeded in 1936 by Robert E. Kohn who continued the policies of Jim Bly.

Bob Kohn was succeeded in 1937 by J. Riley Gordon, during whose administration, the Council was merged with the New York State Association of Architects, which then became a membership organization.

Upon the untimely death of Riley Gordon, in 1937, Jim Kidney became president and continued as such until 1942. The Empire State Architect was started in May of 1941 by Jim Kidney who carried out a one-man campaign to establish the bulletin which began with an issue of six pages. The organization increased in influence and importance during Jim’s presidency.

In 1942, Charlie Ellis was elected to the presidency and during the difficult war years, held the organization intact. During Charlie’s administration and due to his untiring efforts, the organization succeeded in prevailing upon the State Department of Public Works to employ private architects in connection with the Public Works program for the State of New York.

The writer continued Charlie’s program during his own incumbency as president until 1947 when he was succeeded by C. Storrs Barrows during whose administration the New York State Association of Architects became an affiliate of The American Institute of Architects, increasing the scope and influence considerably.

Our legislative program increased in volume and importance during these years and in Storrs’ administration, we found ourselves required to make regular appearances before the legislative bodies in Albany on matters of legislation affecting the architects. We were represented at Albany by the late Maxwell Cantor whose personality and perseverance were a great factor in the successful recognition of our organization by the legislators.

The policy of effective legislation was continued by Henry Murphy during 1949-1951, as president, and the growth in membership during this period was noticeable. The importance of the New York State Association of Architects developed also among other groups including planning, labor and banking.

Henry Murphy was succeeded in 1951 by Donald Faragher who served until 1953. During Don’s administration, the association suffered a great loss when Max Cantor passed away.

However, we were fortunate in having Sam Hertz our representative since 1953. Sam has served with great credit to himself and to the organization.

Don Faragher established the Convention Committee of the State Association for the 1952 and 1953 conventions.

Don was succeeded in 1953 by Adolph Goldberg who continued the policies of his predecessors, making the State Association a factor not only in the state but also in architectural circles throughout the United States. Adolph’s personality and ability were a great asset to our organization.

Adolph was succeeded in 1955 by Trevor W. Rogers who, by his accomplishments so far, has demonstrated his ability and sincerity and under him, we know further progress will be made in developing the importance of the Association to the state and to the country.

The various conventions held by the New York State Association of Architects since 1957, have been increasing in popularity, attendance, accomplishments and outside interests, besides being successful financially. Through these conventions, men from the various parts of the state have become better acquainted, with the result that disagreements and misunderstandings have disappeared, and with the more important result that some very sincere friendships have developed among men residing and doing business in various parts of the state. The wives and families of the members have taken a greater interest in the affairs of the organization and have participated greatly at the various functions during the conventions. This has also created close friendships among the ladies and developed greater interest in the profession and in the organization.

With the progress already made and with the membership alert for future possibilities, the influence and importance of the State Association will continue and its individual effects upon the profession throughout the state, and reflected throughout the nation, will be a great factor in the future of architecture.

Charles Rockwell Ellis, Chairman
Publication Committee

PROGRESS REPORT

The writer continued Charlie’s program during his own incumbency as president until 1947 when he was succeeded by C. Storrs Barrows during whose administration the New York State Association of Architects became an affiliate of The American Institute of Architects, increasing the scope and influence considerably.

Our legislative program increased in volume and importance during these years and in Storrs’ administration, we found ourselves required to make regular appearances before the legislative bodies in Albany on
Cobblestone Architecture

Third Installment

By Carl F. Schmidt, Architect

The idea of building quoins or large squared stones into the external corners of buildings is very old. Often the body of the wall was built up of small stones or brick and the quoins were used to strengthen the corners and to stabilize the appearance of the mass. Quoins were both practical and beautiful. When the pre-cobblestone era house and barn foundations were built of fieldstones the masons used larger stones at the corners, but rarely used regular cut quoin stones.

From the very beginning of the so called cobblestone house era the masons used roughly formed quoins of red Medina sandstone or gray limestone of various sizes. Occasionally they used merely slabs, broken from the layers of limestone, with rough surfaces and edges. In the Sheldon House the quoins are three and one-half to five inches high, from fifteen to eighteen inches long, with about seven inch wide exposed ends. The quoins in the Longfellow House, now destroyed, were from seven and one-half to nine inches high, sixteen to twenty inches long, with four inch wide exposed ends. In the Throop House the quoins vary from eleven and one-half inches to twelve inches high, eighteen inches long, with five to six inch exposed ends.

The vertical surfaces of the cobblestone walls during the Early Period were very flat—that is the stones projected only about one-half to three-quarter inch beyond the deepest penetration of the mortar joint. A wall built of large stones with this type of mortar joint could easily have been built without quoins, but the masons preferred to use some form corner stones or piers built of brick or stones to add strength and dignity to their designs.

Later, as the cobblestone masonry developed, and the stones became smaller and projected more and more beyond the mortar joint, it was absolutely necessary to use some form of stone quoins or piers at the external corners. During the Late Period work as much as half of each cobblestone would have been exposed at the external angles if the quoins had been omitted and cobblestone courses continued around the corners. These stones would have been loosened easily by weathering or dislodged by accident.

The door and window jambs presented the same problem, less than half of each stone was bedded into the masonry wall. This hazard was corrected by setting the two inch thick plank window and door frames out to within two inches of the face of the cobblestones and filling the space between the stones and the plank frames with mortar flush with the face of the wood frames.

During the Middle and Late Periods the sizes of the stone quoins remained fairly constant, about twelve inches high, eighteen inches long, with six inch wide exposed ends. This standardization of the size of quoins was, no doubt, due to the fact that stone-cut-
lers opened quarries and built up a stock of stone sills and lintels for doors and windows as well as quoins which could be purchased by the builders. We know of such quarries at Geneva, Rochester, LeRoy and Medina, because account books and records kept by owners of some cobblestone houses list such purchases, and where they were made.

After 1835 the quoins were usually carefully cut with square edges, and smooth surfaces. Sometimes the four edges of the face of the quoin were scored with parallel tooled lines about one and one-half inches long, at right angles to the sides, forming a border. Quoins were also cut with beveled edges. In this case the stones are about seven or eight inches thick so that the narrow exposed ends are not too small. In a few instances the mason built in brick quoins. Bricks were also used to build piers at each corner of the house and then covered with plaster. On several houses the corner piers were covered with a wide wooden pilaster.

On two buildings the masons used the most direct method by forming rounded corners, about an eighteen inch radius. This enabled the mason to continue the stone courses around the corner in a continuous line and was a structurally sound solution.

The following letter, published in the "New Genesee Farmer" Vol. II, No. 5, 1841 is an interesting discussion of cobblestone masonry and also speaks of "rounding" the corners.

"COBBLESTONE BUILDINGS"

"The first cobblestone buildings that I remember to have seen were at Pittsford in Monroe County, nearly twenty years ago, and from the rude appearance of the work at that time, I have supposed the art was then in its infancy, but perhaps some gentlemen of that neighborhood will furnish a sketch of its history.

"About six years ago the first building of that description was erected in this quarter, one mile east of Aurora, and in my opinion the walls are more beautiful than brick. The beauty of such structures, however, will mainly depend on the size and color of the stone, though the color of the sand will have an influence.

"If the sand and stone are both dark colored, the building will have a lurid aspect; for the proportion of lime in the mortar (one-eighth or one-ninth) is too small to whiten it sufficiently, but if the sand is a light gray, the contrast of the colors with dark stone, will be pleasing.

"Cobblestone of any size not exceeding six inches in diameter may be used, but for the regular courses on the outside those of two inches in diameter should be preferred. Small stone gives the building a much neater aspect. Two inch stones are very neat, though three inch stones will answer. The inside row of stones may be twice as large as those on the outside.

"The mortar is composed of one bushel of fresh stone lime to eight or nine bushels of clean sharp sand. As the strength of the building depends on the goodness of the mortar, it is very important that sand of the first quality should be obtained. Yellow sand or any sand that contains clay should be rejected. Gray sand is sometimes found so pure as not to discolor the water into which it is thrown, and such should be procured if possible.

"Mortar that has been made some weeks is generally preferred. Some masons are particular to reduce the lime to a thin paste, and then while it is hot to apply the sand."
"The thickness of the wall is sixteen inches, though twelve inches will answer very well for the gable ends above the garret floor.

"When the foundation or cellar wall is leveled and prepared, a layer of two (or two and a half) inches of mortar is spread over it, and the stones are pressed into the mortar in two rows which mark the outside and inside of the wall, leaving about an inch between each adjoining stone in the same row. If the wall is to be grouted, the two rows are formed into two ridges by filling the vacancy between the stones with mortar, and the space between these two ridges (about a foot in width) is filled with such stones as are not wanted for the regular courses. The grout is then applied. If the wall is not to be grouted, however, the mortar should be carefully pressed round every stone, making the wall solid without flaw or interstice. When one course is leveled, begin another.

"Between every two adjoining courses on the outside some have the mortar to project as far out as the stone, in a regular line round the building. It is wrought to an edge with the trowel, and adds to the neatness as well as to the strength of the wall; for during the process the mortar is pressed round each stone; and the smoother it is made, the stronger it will be, and the better will it resist disintegration.

"It has generally been the practice to have the corners formed of cut stone; but in a two story building erected last season within a few miles of us, this expense was avoided by rounding the corners and using cobblestones. The stone is not the only saving by this plan, however, much of the masons' time is consumed in laying such corner stone.

"On the first mentioned building, the workmen were employed by the day. Four walls, amounting to 146 feet in length, were commonly raised eighteen inches every day by three masons. This is a little short of 99 cubic feet of wall or six perches to each workman. Sometimes in damp weather they had to stop a while for the mortar to set.

"The building erected last season was contracted for by the perch at 37½ cents; and half of this sum additional, was allowed for the tender. The walls, however, were grouted — that is, all the interstices between the stones were filled with liquid mortar; and this substance must have more time to set. For this reason no more than three courses a day can be laid in dry weather; and not any when it is showery.

The walls built of fieldstones were usually very flat compared to the walls built of round or oval shaped lake-washed stones. Although this type of wall could have been built without quoins or piers the masons always built the corners with stone or brick quoins or stone piers.

Quoins were sometimes roughly squared and the faces finished with penetrations made with a pointed chisel.

"It requires from ten to twelve bushels of sand to a perch besides the lime when made into mortar; and cobblestones lie in a heap when thrown from the wagon about as compactly as they do in a wall.

"If cobblestone buildings are as cheap as wood, as one of those proprietors believes, they will be much cheaper in the long run; and this will be evident when we consider the frequent paintings which are necessary to keep a frame house in decent repair.

"P. S. Since writing the above, I have received two communications from persons who have had cobblestone houses erected. One says, 'The thickness of the wall is measured from the outside of the stones. Pieces of timber, 4 x 6 inches and two feet long, are used for setting the lines. These lines are laid in the courses just finished, and the line is drawn through saw-cuts just 16 inches apart.'

"The other says, 'The cost of cobble is about 1/6th less than brick; and probably 1/4 or 1/3 less than wood, — on the supposition that the stones made be laid within a mile, and sand within two and one-half miles.' It must be evident, however, that the expense of cobble, brick, wood and stone, must differ considerably in different places, according to the prices of those materials and the distance they have to be carried — Alb. Cultivator D. T.

Greatfield Cayuga County."

Many people, who are interested in cobblestone houses, often ask, how did the masons make the mortar, because in most instances the mortar is just as good today as when the building was erected. The edges of "V" shaped joints are sharp and show very little weathering. Whereas on some of the houses the mortar has weathered away to such an extent that the original form of the horizontal and vertical joints is difficult to reconstruct.

The finish of the mortar varied from smooth to very coarse, sometimes full of large grains of gravel as large as a sixteenth of an inch in diameter. It also varied in color, from a dull gray through various shades of buff, yellow and brown.

(Continued on Page 59.)
BUILDING FOR THE STATE of NEW YORK, 1790-1890

Part III  GOVERNMENT HOUSE  By Harley J. McKee

The transfer of governmental activity from New York City to Albany appears to have taken place gradually. The state Legislature held several sessions in that city before making it the permanent seat of government on March 10, 1797. Members met in the mid-eighteenth century town hall or "Stadt Huis," which had been erected at Hudson and Market Streets to serve as municipal jail, court house and common council meeting place. It is interesting to realize that several buildings were shared during these early years by the city and the state, and some were erected jointly. In addition to legislative chambers, the state government needed a courtroom, prison, offices for the secretary, record storage, and official residences for the governor and the secretary.

The governor's mansion was rented, at least for a time. Among the papers formerly in the comptroller's office, which were rescued from a Canadian paper mill by the Onondaga Historical Association, is one dated May 5, 1803. "To the Treasurer of the State of New York . . . . pay to Abraham D. Lansing out of any moneys in the Treasury the sum of Seven Hundred and ninety-two dollars in full for the rent of the house occupied by his Excellency the Governor to the first Instant, and the taxes thereon . . . ." This was signed by Elisha Jenkins, Comptroller.

The house occupied by the state secretary was purchased by the state, in a deal involving the sale of his former residence in New York City, on Broadway. This brought in $16,800, which left the treasury a surplus after the purchase and repairing of the house in Albany for $13,597.74½. These repairs, costing $586.78, were chiefly carpentry, painting and decorating. Among the three men or firms connected with the work was the well known architect Philip Hooker, who for an 8% fee superintended carpentry and finish woodwork. There is no indication that he made any drawings for this job. The two men working under his direction, John Fraser and Samuel Hooker, received 11 shillings ($1.37½) per day; this is shown on an itemized bill signed by Philip Hooker, covering the period between March 12 and April 22, 1806. His duties included purchase of materials and payment of the workmen; he apparently advanced the money for his part of the job. Overall direction of repairs to the house was given by the secretary himself, Thomas Tillotson, whose signature appears on several bills. The story of the first state Capitol building has been told by Edward W. Root in his comprehensive book on Philip Hooker. The perspective by A. A. Jenkins, shown herewith, was made after a photograph published in Mr. Root's book, and is a view from the southeast. The building was 90' wide and 115' long, built of brown sandstone. The east front, with four Ionic columns, simulated a two-story appearance, but the building really contained three stories. In addition to other facilities, it contained the Albany common council chamber, state Assembly chamber 50' by 56', Senate chamber 28' by 50', and a Supreme Court room 40' by 50'. Philip Hooker was the architect. His first designs were made between March 1802 and March 1803, and the final designs between April 1804 and April 1806, when the foundations were laid out. The architect received $250 for drawing the plans and for some superintendence up to April 4, 1806. He superintended the construction and received a salary of $4.00 per day for this service. In addition he performed some other work such as carving the Ionic capitals, drawing a perspective view and designing some iron work: for these he received appropriate additional payment. By the summer of 1809 the building appears to have been complete enough for occupation by the common council and the state court, although some finish work continued through the year.

Initiative for the erection of the Capitol building appears to have come from the city of Albany. The municipal government was in need of better quarters, and they may have considered the possibility that other cities would try to attract the Legislature away from Albany. In any case, the city made a substantial total contribution of $34,200, according to Root, while the cost to the state was some $70,000 or more. The building was located on the north side of State Street near the southeast corner of the present capitol, until its demolition in 1883.

As early as 1796 a state prison was under construction in Albany. A bill dated November 10th for "work and materials to models of Iron Pipes intended to be placed in solitary Cells" indicated that one William Sanders may have been the architect. Records show that surplus materials consisting of hard brick, soft brick, lime and stone, amounting to a total value of 396 pounds (nearly $1000), were sold during 1797 and 1798. This sum was applied toward the cost of erecting an office building for the secretary, which had been authorized by the Legislature on March 10, 1797, during its 20th session. The building was to provide space for keeping records, books, papers and other things belonging to the secretary of the state, and other public papers the Legislature might direct, an office for the secretary, and an office for the clerk of the supreme court. Although ten thousand dollars was set as the limit for cost of building and lot, in the end the building alone cost almost two and one-half times the stipulated sum.
The Springville School has an area of 74,246 square feet, and is located on a 20-acre site. This Kindergarten through Sixth Grade School will house 800 elementary children in a four-zone plan, where the facilities of Auditorium, Playroom, Library, and Administration are grouped in a core, to connect the separate classroom areas, one for each age group. By separating the older from younger children in self-contained classroom units, it is possible to develop a program for each age group within the total school plant.

Since the building was to be located in the rolling, open country, south of Buffalo, a low, one-story, structure seemed most natural. It is contemporary in feeling, and embodying the newest of successfully tried school-plant construction features. The school is built of fire-resistant materials throughout, with outside walls of red sand faced brick, lightweight block backup, and gray stone trim. The reinforced concrete floor slab is supported on concrete piers, making a crawl space under the entire building. The lightweight concrete roof slab is supported by a steel frame and metal joints. Interior partitions are, in general, metal studs with block walls around the Playroom, Locker Room, and Kitchen.

The classrooms are typical of present-day planning, with built-in bookshelves, closet, bulletin boards, and chalk boards. Daylight is supplied through fenestration of panels of light directing glass block over a clear-vision, projected type window strip. Plaster walls, acoustic ceiling, and vinyl asbestos floor complete the room.

Pupils requiring special attention will be located in Remedial and Special Classrooms.

In all grades, there was a definite emphasis put on having a close relation to the natural setting of the outdoors. An exterior door has been provided in all classrooms. The Kindergarten rooms have a separate work alcove, and their own outdoor play area. The court formed by the two north wings, provides a covered area for outdoor educational activity for grades one through three.
The Auditeria-Playroom, a multi-purpose room, with two large folding partitions, is designed for dining, assemblies, play, and athletic games. It will be jointly used by the school and community. There will be a wood floor in the play area, while the remaining portion will be vinyl asbestos. There are large window areas in the Auditeria, and a high band of glass block in the Playroom. There is a ceramic tile wainscot throughout the room.

The corridors have terrazzo floors and ceramic tile wainscot. The Public Lobby, with a terrazzo floor and wood paneling wainscot, opens from aluminum and glass entranceway partitions. A planting area and glass wall separates the Waiting Room from the lobby.

Toilet Rooms and Kitchen have tile walls with ceramic tile floors and vinyl tile respectively. Acoustical ceilings are used throughout.

The heating shall be a forced hot water system, supplemented by unit ventilators. Provisions have been made for future air conditioning.

Supplementary lighting in the classrooms is by means of incandescent lights, and the remaining portion of the building will be equipped with fluorescent fixtures. A loud-speaker system is to be installed, so that private calls can be initiated from the classroom to the office.

Color systems are planned in combination with lighting and fenestration, to reduce glare and eye strain, and to allow a variety which will add to the aesthetic qualities of the building.
This building is of fireproof construction, with a three-story and basement classroom wing, and a one-story shop wing with basement cafeteria, which are connected by way of a one-story concourse and basement to the one-story and basement Auditorium-Gymnasium wing. The framework, floor and roof slabs are of reinforced concrete, and the Auditorium-Gymnasium unit is spanned by a series of pre-cast concrete bents of modified parabolic Architectural Design, with Flex-i-core long span roofing between each bent. Roofing is of the built-up type, finished with slag, except for the Auditorium-Gymnasium wing which has white marble chip surfacing.

Exterior walls are largely of curtain wall construction, with windows of steel, set in hollow metal mullions and spandrel panels of dark green-mottled porcelain enameled steel. Ceramic glazed brick or light grey in color is used on walls of the classroom and shop wings, with a light blue-green color for walls of the Auditorium-Gymnasium wing. Trim is of colored glazed architectural terra-cotta, or limestone.

The interior of the building will have painted plastered walls on hollow cinder block partitions and furring, except in service areas. Ceilings for the most part are concrete slabs rubberd and painted.

Concrete floor slabs are covered with asphalt tile in attractive colors and patterns. Walls of corridors have glazed structural facing tile wainscots in 5" x 12" units, carried up to door height, with plaster above. Ceiling of corridors have acoustic tile. Display boards and display cases are set into the wainscots of corridors. Stair halls are faced with 5" x 8" glazed structural facing tile over the entire wall surface.

The entrance concourse connects the classroom-shop wing to the Auditorium-Gymnasium wing, and the exterior is largely of porcelain enameled metal and glass. A special modern floor and wall design has been employed in this area. Floors are of vitrified tiles laid out in a bold pattern. Walls are of ceramic glazed tile in special large patterns. One large wall area will have a mural worked out in mosaic tile, depicting the various activities in the school curriculum. An open monumental stair connects this concourse with the basement and cafeteria level below. Ceilings are of acoustic tile.

The auditorium is totally enclosed, and is designed in a simple modern treatment with splayed walls and ceiling surfaces to insure good acoustics. Surfaces are to be finished in plaster, wood panels, and perforated metal pans. The floor is pitched and has fixed opera chair seats.

The gymnasium has maple flooring, with walls of 5" x 12" clear glazed structural facing tile carried up to sill height, and exposed lightweight concrete block above. The ceiling has perforated metal pan acoustic units which follow the curve of the arch. A folding door separates the Boys' and Girls' areas, and can be opened for a full-sized gymnasium.

The cafeteria is located in the basement, and has walls of 5" x 12" glazed structural facing tile wainscot height and plastered block above to the ceiling. Floors are of asphalt tile in attractive colors and pattern. Ceiling is acoustic tile. Kitchen and serving space have vitreous tile floors and ceramic glazed tile faced walls to ceiling height. The ceilings are perforated acoustic metal pans. Kitchen and serving area fixtures, counters, etc. are of stainless steel construction.
Toilet rooms throughout have vitreous tile floors and bases, with ceramic glazed tile wainscots in attractive colors, and exposed lightweight concrete block walls above.

The building will be heated by low-pressure vacuum steam heating system using vulcan type conectors. Classrooms and shops are ventilated by means of a system of independent vertical flues to roof level, where they are gathered together and exhausted by fans.

The Auditorium and Gymnasium are on a separate hot-air system connected with a central fan room. The Auditorium has ceiling air diffusers, and mushrooms beneath the fixed seats. The Gymnasium has grilles at the window sills and at floor level.

Lighting generally consists of fluorescent fixtures for classrooms, shops, offices, cafeteria and lobby, elsewhere incandescent fixtures are used. The electric contract includes a public-address system operated from a control room off the Principal's Office, provisions for future television hook-ups, a fire signal system, and fire alarm system.
This project involved planning and executing a building program to satisfy the needs of the newly-formed Potsdam Central School District. At the present time the children of the district are housed in twenty-seven different buildings, twenty-one of which are one-teacher schools. Under the new program the present junior-senior high school is used for junior high school activities. An addition will provide a new shop, recitation rooms, advanced and general science areas, business education areas, art and drawing, homemaking, library, study rooms, gymnasium, locker rooms, and District Offices. A new cafeteria-kitchen will service both the senior and junior high school buildings. The existing auditorium and music suite will be remodeled and be used by both groups. The gymnasium, seating approximately 1,000 in a separate wing, eliminates interference with the academic program and is readily accessible from the athletic field and parking areas.

On the same site a new elementary school will house
800 students, the majority of those children now using antiquated facilities throughout the district. The building will contain twenty-eight classrooms, a combination auditorium-cafeteria, library, gymnasium, playroom, and special rooms for homemaking, science, arts, crafts, music, health, remedial work, administration, kitchen, and utility areas.

Age groups are separated in classroom wings, one-story for the primary grades and two-story for the intermediate grades.

Naturally it is designed for a future addition to handle the anticipated growing needs of the district.

The buildings located on a 65-acre site will be simple and attractive, blending with the residential area in which they are located. The buildings themselves will be contemporary in design, built of traditional materials but shaped to fit today's educational programs. Plans to landscape the entire site have been executed in order to convert the entire campus into a community beauty spot.
In 1949 the Depew Board of Education required additional space for their educational program, which was to become the hot water boiler of the High School cationally obsolete building. Among the alternatives considered were building a temporary building on the crowded High School site, and purchasing a new site and erecting the first floor wing of what was to become a future Junior-Senior High School. This wing would be used temporarily to house elementary grades until the time the High School was built and the two present buildings were released for elementary grades exclusively. The oldest building became a community building.

A fifty acre site was purchased, the High School planned, and the one story wing erected in 1951-52. The wing was designed structurally and mechanically for a future second floor and heated by a boiler which was to become the hot water boiler of the High School. The District voted the High School on February 25, 1953 and construction started June 1, 1953. The building was dedicated June 9, 1955 having been in use most of the preceding school year. The fifty acres are developed in areas for field hockey, soccer, softball, tennis, outdoor basketball, handball, baseball, football, a quarter mile track, and parking.

The High School was designed for over 1,000 pupils with 10 grade rooms, and rooms for general science, co-operative vocational training, art, mechanical drawing, industrial arts, audio visual, library, music, study halls (2), recitation (10), advanced science (3), commercial (4), and homemaking (4). There is a rifle range, a 42' x 75' swimming pool, an 80' x 100' gymnasium, an auditorium seating 1,013, and a cafeteria which also serves for small meetings. The school is used for a year round adult education program offering courses in typing, homemaking, English, industrial arts, driver training, sketching, painting, photography, gymnasium and swimming.

The exterior of the building is a gray-tan mat-textured Belden brick with Indiana limestone trim. The Board room wall is finished in turquoise terra cotta and the auditorium wall in buff terra cotta. A two-way concrete first floor slab and steel frame support a reinforced concrete second floor and bar joist and poured gypsum roof.

Corridors are finished with terrazzo floors, structural glazed tile wainscots, plaster walls and acoustic tile ceilings. Classrooms have asphalt tile floors and rubber base. The natatorium has a corrugated aluminum ceiling. The lighting is generally incandescent with fluorescent in the art rooms and shops. The heating system is an oil fired low pressure vapor system.

These are the figures for the High School Addition only:

| Cubic contents: | 1,984,000 cu. ft. |
| Area: | 107,610 sq. ft. |
| General contract (Hydro Construction Co.) | $1,303,469 |
| Plumbing contract (H. C. Mapes Corp.) | 72,835 |
| Heating and Ventilating contract (H. C. Mapes) | 134,550 |
| Electric contract (Truscott Electric Co.) | $1,657,272 |

Guy H. Baldwin

DEPEW JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

DEPEW, NEW YORK

DUANE LYMAN AND ASSOCIATES, Architects
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EMPIRE STATE ARCHITECT
CLINTON PLACE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

BOARD OF EDUCATION,

CITY OF NEWARK, N. J.

DR. JOSEPH SCHOTLAND, Supt. in Charge Business

KELLY & GRUZEN, Architects

Site and Location: 4 acres, corner Clinton Pl. and Randolph Pl.

Student Population: 1600

Facilities: 56 Educational rooms; library; cafeteria; boys and girls gym; auditorium. 5-story L-shaped building.

Sq. Ft.: 169,000. Volume – 2,400,000 cu. ft.

Construction: Steel frame; glass and metal panel walls; concrete slab floor and roof construction; terrazzo and lino-tile floor finish; plaster-facing tile wall finish.

Mechanical Systems: Low pressure, steam-oil heat; unit ventilation in classrooms.

Construction contracts awarded August 1955:

General Construction $2,526,865.

Heating-Ventilating 440,945.

Electrical 338,660.

Plumbing 188,500.

Kitchen Equipment 35,882.*

$3,590,592.

*Other built-in equipment included in General Contract, including Laboratory, Shop, Gym, Auditorium equipment.

The school is planned with two major wings. One will be a three-story teaching wing, the upper two floors of which will contain six-sided classrooms, while the first floor will have administrative offices, vocational shops, a library and a 530-seat cafeteria. The other wing, along Randolph Place, will contain a 1,000-seat auditorium with orchestra and balcony levels, a gymnasium with maximum spectator capacity of 900, music rehearsal rooms, fine arts department, homemaking rooms, teachers' lounge and the boiler plant.

In the early stages of the planning when the hexagonal clusters were proposed, members of the Board of Education and Dr. Joseph H. Schotland, Assistant Superintendent in charge of Business, made a complete analysis of the design, studying its advantages over more conventional designs.

In their analysis, the Board set up the actual area of a typical hexagonal classroom on a gymnasium floor in order to examine the flexibility of furniture and equipment layout that was possible, finding that the hexagon is adaptable to an infinite variety of arrangements to meet every classroom requirement. It was determined that there are numerous functional advantages in the hexagon.

The hexagonal classrooms are to be housed in a series of clusters, each cluster containing five rooms. The clusters are connected by a common, naturally lighted central corridor which extends the length of the wing. There are four clusters on the second floor and four on the third floor, making eight clusters and providing for a total of 40 classrooms within a comparatively compact and centralized area. Administrative offices, vocational shops, the library and a 530-seat cafeteria will be on the first floor level of this wing.

In addition to providing a maximum amount of natural light for each classroom and the central corridor, the principal aims of the architects' design are twofold: to achieve a classroom grouping which will establish teaching and general activity spaces most adaptable to present day educational doctrines; and to make possible certain construction and space economies which are required in the planning of a large city school on a reasonably restricted site.
The "family" grouping of the five classroom units in each cluster will facilitate organizing the various grade levels into more cohesive groups, both educationally and socially. By placing pupils of certain age groups in specific locations, it will be possible to control and integrate more effectively the teaching and general activities of each group and will afford each pupil a greater sense of identity with his group.

Programming of classes may also be arranged and scheduled around the activities of each group within specific clusters, thus reducing the load of corridor traffic considerably. Pupils proceeding to and from classrooms, will not block or jam corridor traffic since each classroom door will be set back from the main line of the corridor. The hexagons will form, in effect, a small "lobby" off the corridor in the core of each cluster, thereby providing less congested approaches to classrooms.

Natural light, sunshine and air will come into the corridor at many points, lending a strong note of cheerfulness to areas which seldom see sunlight. It is expected that on normal days, very little artificial light will be required for the entire central corridor core.

Advantages to be found in the hexagonal classrooms, will be in the maximum amount of natural light they will have and in the flexibility of equipment arrangement possible within a minimum amount of floor area. Elimination of right angle corners will provide extra width to the rooms and also give students much better visibility of all classroom walls. In the use of artificial lighting for classrooms, which will consist of fluorescent fixtures encased in plastic, more light will be delivered to working surfaces in the hexagonal room than would be possible in a rectangular room with the same number of fixtures. Economies in heating will be possible since less area will be serviced than in a rectangular room with the same amount of glass. There will also be less area of interior partitions to be maintained or repainted, affording considerable long range economy.

Construction of the school will consist of fireproofed steel frame, with reinforced concrete floor slabs and acoustical ceilings. Exterior walls of the hexagonal classrooms will consist of colored porcelain enamel steel spandrel panels reaching from floor to sill height above which there will be a 3 ft. high clear glass vision strip, after which glass block (with color filters) will reach to the ceiling height.

The main entrance to the school will be off Randolph Place into a link and courtyard joining both school wings. An overhead link enclosed with glass will provide direct access to the auditorium and gymnasium from the teaching wing.

HUDSON FALLS CENTRAL JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
HUDSON FALLS, NEW YORK
Sargent-Webster-Crenshaw & Folley, Architects

This building, a one-story structure, was designed with the aid of Engelhardt, Engelhardt & Leggett as Educational Consultants. The basic scheme of the plan was to establish student bodies of smaller groups or "cores." The use of three semi-attached wings, offered a smaller sized student group of the same age which could act separately, depending upon the central group only for specialized subjects.

The school provides 31 classrooms, a central shop wing consisting of four shops, a three-section homemaking suite, library and music department. A two-station gymnasium, seating 1,000 spectators, was located adjacent to the playing field yet central to the academic areas and the entrance for easy access by the public.

Close to the gymnasium, were located the cafeteria and kitchen. Access to the kitchen for supplies was provided by driveway from the rear street. This location allowed use of these rooms for small public meetings and in connection with the various activities in the gymnasium.

Also, close to the large parking lot in the front, is
located the auditorium seating 900 people. This auditorium provides a community facility not before existing in the district.

The building consists of a structural steel frame with bar joist floor and roof system. The floor slab is constructed of reinforced concrete on corrugated steel centering. The roof deck is of mineralized and fire proofed composition deck which is capped with a 20-year bonded tar and gravel roof.

The exterior walls are of masonry block with marble exterior finish. The white Vermont marble is a 1/4" veneer and is so anchored to the block walls to form a cavity. The monotony of the marble was broken with aluminum trim and stained cypress boarding.

Aluminum windows extend from the ceiling to within 6" of the floor in classrooms. Light control is effected by vertical louvered blinds of varying colors which add interest to the building exterior.

At the entrance to the auditorium, an abstract glass mosaic mural, executed by Professor Larry Argiro of New Paltz State Teachers College, was placed to mark this important public entrance and to add interest to the exterior.

Throughout the building, much use has been made of glass mosaic panels to brighten the interior and provide sanitary surfaces for such equipment as drinking fountains.

To eliminate the cold, institutional appearance of many rooms and corridors, liberal use of vertical wood boarding and cork display walls was employed. Still other exposed surfaces were covered with vinyl plastic covering, allowing easy maintenance of the wall.

In general, corridor floors are terrazzo and classroom floors are of asphalt tile. Most ceilings are of mineral acoustic tile cemented to a gypsum board backing.

Heating is by forced warm air with thermostatic dampers supplied in unfinished pipe spaces. The air used in heating transferred to the cooling cycle instantly by individual room thermostats. Boilers are fired by gas.

The total cost of the structure including work and site work was $1,574,780.00.
In 1953, Baldwinsville, like so many central school districts, foresaw a critical need for additional elementary classrooms in the immediate future. It had just completed a new 1200 pupil high school and new bus garage and the resulting financial condition of the District dictated a policy of strictest economy in design of the new elementary facilities. The architects were told by the Board of Education to prepare sketches for a complete 15-room building which could not cost more than $80 per cubic foot and which could be duplicated on other sites in the district as the rapid population increase in the district might warrant. A bond issue was voted in the amount of $340,000 of which $276,000 was allocated to building construction. Plans were completed and bids received in March 1954 and low bids for the construction of the building itself, ex-
exclusive of roads, walks and grading and portable equipment, totaled $257,623, or $18,377 under the estimate. The total of the low bids resulted in unit costs as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Room</th>
<th>$17,175.00</th>
<th>Per Sq. Ft.</th>
<th>$ 9.80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per Cu. Ft.</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>Per Pupil</td>
<td>575.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is interesting to note that the average of 25 bids received showed an average cost per square foot of $11.42. The unobligated balance of $18,377 remaining after award to the low bidders was subsequently expended by the Board of Education to improve finishes in certain areas which, for understandable reasons, had initially been kept to a minimum by the Architects.

The structure consists of a floor slab on grade, wall bearing cavity walls with exposed block interiors and partial brick exterior wythe, laminated wood beams supporting 4" wood roof deck and 20-year roof. All masonry walls and partitions have joint reinforcement, vertical control joints and bond beams. All lighting is incandescent and the heating system consists of an oil-fired boiler and fin tube perimeter radiation with air supplied to and exhausted from classrooms via plenums above corridor ceiling.

Room finishes include asphalt tile in all areas except main lobby, where terrazzo is used, acoustical tile ceiling in corridors, exposed masonry walls are painted and the exposed wood roof construction is also painted to form the finished ceiling.

Windows are provided between classrooms and corridor for the display of class projects. Each classroom entrance is in a plastered recess from the corridor. Work counters and sinks are provided in each room and wardrobes are closed with folding fabric partitions. Chalkboards are enameled steel with metal backing. Wood windows were used with projected vents and interior doors are mineral core with wood veneer. Exterior doors are hollow metal. Minimum shower facilities are provided in the toilet rooms for use in conjunction with athletic activities in the all-purpose room.

This building has been in use for a year and the Board of Education will receive bids on a second similar project within the month. Needless to say, no one concerned with the project hopes for bids as favorable as those received on the original.
IS OUR ARCHITECTURE "STYLE" OR "FASHION"?

HAROLD R. SLEEPER, F.A.I.A.

According to our history books, all the great periods of history resulted in architectural styles. But "style" is not "fashion." Nowhere do I see any reference to architectural fashions. Heretofore, "fashion" has been too transitory to apply to great art or architecture.

For ages the styles of architecture matured slowly as they were gradually nurtured by local customs, materials and environment. These great styles took years or generations to achieve their full flower. This was true of the Renaissance and of our own Colonial and Greek Revival styles.

But near the turn of the century we suddenly reversed this process and forgot local conditions and influences: we had a fling at choosing our architecture from all over the globe and from any and all periods. Books showed us what had been built throughout the ages. Some of our clients could even afford to import complete interiors of the style which appealed.

We built in whatever style we chose, borrowing freely from antiquity, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance or China. Where we built, how we lived, what materials were indigenous were scarcely of moment in our plans for buildings and houses. We were like kids in a toyshop — with charge accounts.

We did manage to recover slowly from that flood of styles. Today architects may use their own native past styles, but the older imports have virtually ceased.

The International Style took away our gusto for the variety heretofore used, although to a large extent this was also an import. It shared the faults of eclectic architecture with little consideration for local conditions, environment and materials. Buildings tended to look alike, from San Francisco to Algiers, from Rio to New York. It was, however, an approach to a style.

At about the time of the Empire State Architect's first birthday this trend had stopped and we are now passing on to newer fields. The question is: Where are we going?

Our contemporary architecture has not matured. We are impatient to do something new after a few experiments with one type. Designers frantically change with the wind from one fashion to another. When one seems successful, all follow — all glass, all aluminum, all porcelain enamel.

Communication and travel are today so excellent that the entire world knows what is being built everywhere. Magazines keep us up to date. So whenever we see a new idiom in California, Texas or Italy we can catch on and make it our own cliché. The schools have their favorite architects and model their problems on the work of such architects. Strangely, the favorite masters are favorites in the forty-eight States. As these students get into offices they retain their preferences and fight hard for their choices. So their resulting work has a great similarity from Coast to Coast, until new favorites arise.

The worrisome aspect is that the cycles of change, from the use of a few design idioms to a few new ones, occur in bursts which are short-lived — at most, a few years.

The store fronts designed ten or fifteen years ago are outmoded and likely objects for renovation for a new tenant.

Zoning ordinances, when first enacted, greatly influenced our New York City skyline. From the canyon of regular parallel rows of similar heights on Park Avenue we suddenly awoke to the twin-tower-period of Central Park West. This envelope change was dictated by law and the seeming economy of building. Those styles lasted several years.

Our new projects have shown that we have outgrown our past theories that the maximum volume had to be built — a very heartwarming thought.

Today, walking up Park Avenue and Fifth Avenue, one wonders: demolition of dozens of buildings, new buildings following each scrapping process. The buildings being wrecked are not slums, are not eyesores — are not even old buildings in this modern age. One wonders whether all of these new buildings are to be of one fashion. From the appearance of the buildings erected in our City in the last few years, they probably will be the same.

The rash of new buildings erected during the last seven or eight years in the Grand Central zone are predominantly of the spandrel type, commonly known as the layer-cake or ribbon style. There were a few exceptions — those with the vertical brick columns, and most influential, the all-glass fronts.

This all-glass-front has spread throughout the country like wildfire. First the United Nations Building, then Lever House, then the Manufacturers' Trust: then the rash — wherever you go: office buildings, laboratories, plants, dairies, apartment buildings must have their glass-fronts. Whereas the originals have great merit and fitted well their purpose, the copies are not likely to be sound solutions.

Most of these new glass-fronts are of the Mullown type. Gone are the office building "layer cakes," now to be looked at as a passing phase of our architecture. We must have glass, like the new Seagram Building, from floor to ceiling, how many banks will be small reproductions of the Manufacturers' Trust Building?

These fashions last such a short time that it gives concern to those who hope to see the real growth of a style.

Isn't it apparent that our city architecture develops as do fashions in clothes? Today's fashion will surely be eclipsed in a few years.

Our clients — what do they think of investing for permanence in a fashion? In something that will be "old hat" in a few years after completion? Of course where publicity is the client's goal, an eye-stopper is understandable. Architects who follow the leader must be sure their designs consider their client's long-range interests. There is no doubt that there will be more and more rapid obsolescence of buildings, from a design standpoint.

What next? Why not sunshades? In South America we have examples which satisfy not only the eye but which serve to function with the climate and orientation. Anyone seeing the recent exhibit of South American architecture at the Modern Museum must have been impressed by this fact. Will we proceed to place sunshades where the sun doesn't shine, just as we now place glass to help heat our buildings in summer and to cool them in winter?

A "style" instead of a "fashion" will mature when we consider more factors than a slick skin and the easy clichés — when we design for site, environment and our special way of life, with our clients' ultimate aims in mind. We have all the technological knowledge, we have the designers, the artists, the materials. The next fifteen years of the Empire State Architect's life should tell whether or not an American Style is maturing and whether it will come from this State.
H. B. SMITH BOILERS

Well, you can hardly blame the youngsters — it's a long, long time between school closings due to failure of an H.B. Smith cast iron boiler. You see, these boilers are virtually breakdown-proof, due to their header-type construction . . .

But give the children a few more years: they'll be parents paying taxes to retire new bond issues for more classrooms for more children . . .

They'll vote "MOST POPULAR" when they learn that the H. B. Smith boilers, installed 20 years before, are still in first-class condition, and can be expanded with new cast iron boiler sections to carry the increased heat load . . . saving thousands of dollars.

... "MOST POPULAR" when they learn that there is no boiler tube replacement item in the maintenance budget, because H. B. Smith boilers have integral cast iron water tube sections which last as long as the boiler.

... "MOST POPULAR" as the years pass, because of fuel economy, quick heating, easy conversion, ability to take overloads — and, of course, low maintenance and repair . . .

It's not unusual for an H.B. Smith cast iron boiler to serve three generations of children in a school.

If you want to be popular with taxpayers year after year, specify H. B. SMITH cast iron boilers for that school boiler plant.
The standard Peelle pass window unit is used between kitchen and dining room and other similar locations. It consists of an integral door and frame. Special extended counter sills will not be furnished except when architectural drawings indicate specifically where this is to be done.
Amazing New "THIN-WALL" System
Earns 5-Hour Rating
SPEEDS CONSTRUCTION—CUTS COSTS

Machine Placed

ZONOLITE®
CONCRETE
Provides All These Advantages

INSULATION          FIRE SAFETY
WIND RESISTANCE      ECONOMY
EASE OF APPLICATION

Now for the first time, you can specify a spandrel or panel wall WITH A 5-HOUR FIRE RATING and at the same time achieve tremendous savings through weight reduction and rapid machine application. It's the new Zonolite vermiculite "THIN WALL."

The 5-hour rating was awarded in August, 1954, by Underwriters' Laboratories to a vermiculite concrete spandrel wall. This exceeds the rating of any other spandrel wall back-up. The vermiculite spandrel panel provides good insulating properties and has a 30 lb. per square foot wind pressure, more than adequate for multi-story building construction. Machine-placing cuts working time to a minimum.

SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA FILE
Send coupon today for kit, containing Underwriters' Laboratories fire test, design data, drawings, and other important information. No obligation.

ZONOLITE COMPANY
135 South LaSalle St. • Chicago 3, Illinois

SEND FOR FREE KIT DETAILED AMAZING NEW "THIN WALL" SYSTEM WHICH EARNED UNDERWRITERS' 5-HOUR RATING.

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY  ZONE  STATE
Three years and four days ago I was privileged to stand before your august body and make sounds like an expert—you know, a guy who avoids the small print in the orders for his stuff. Since we are wise in all that we do, I will not labor the point that this is a perfect case in point. For the perfect panel which we needed so desperately to create rapid enclosure within the frighteningly short Greenland summer construction period. Remember this was in 1951 and to prove to you how brilliant we were, we have made of these very foolish considerations are applicable today. End of commercial.

I must apologize because these diary-like notes have never been edited—some of them aren't even in good English. Nevertheless, here they are in their naked splendor.

Item—Thank goodness, the Greenland Eskimos don't have a building code, although I'd love to turn to something for guidance even if I had to pay 6 skilkins for it.

Item—No matter what the panels are ultimately they just got to be extremely easy to install. They tell me it ain't fun to work outdoors in heavy winds and low temperatures. Better recruit U.S. workers coming from the cold states. Come to think of it the panels should have fasteners workable with heavy gloves on large hands. Since we will be having heavy gloves on large hands belonging to large workers panels better be rugged for tough handling. It's awfully hard to be tender when one's ears are brittle.

Item—Since the panels are going to be virtually "slapped" in place better design the structures for less than jewel-like precision and build in more field adjustment tolerances.

Item—Since we have one story structures only, maybe we ought to try stringing a series of panels together on the ground first thereby erecting larger areas quicker.

Item—In case the foremen's head freezes and puts the right panel in the wrong place, better make provision for easy removability without disassembling the whole works.

Item—Since some of the panels are going to be shipped and others flown up, better think of a design that stacks well in transportation and requires minimum cargo. Maybe some panels could be collapsible to avoid shipping air from here to there. (This later turned out to be the floor panels.)

Item—In wondering if the panels need to be waterproof for transit purposes, in case they are dumped in the sea by accident: Anyhow, they ought to be capable of easy repair. I guess the finish should be somewhat resistant to damage and certainly no vandalism-minded character should be able to take out his bad luck on the poor defenseless panels because he was assigned to this deep freeze dungeon.

Item—For speedy enclosure the panels better come from the states complete with
triple glazing therein. Exterior light should be plastic, to ward off the blows of windblown gravel. Better hang the doors in them, stateside, complete with hardware. Don't forget to sheath the door handles in plastic instead of metal for the benefit of forgetful Joe who insists on touching metal with his bare hands to see if his skin really comes off.

Item — Try to keep down to a minimum panel types and sizes. We need the standard floor, wall and roof panels, panels with complete doors and windows in them, corner panels, roof panels with prepared holes in them for penetrations by ventilators, pipes and the like and panels to receive utility connections.

Item — For the smallest buildings, panels should be load-bearing both vertically and horizontally.

Item — Since insulation is probably the most important part of the panel, find a vapor barrier with as nearly close to zero permeability as possible. Even God's instructions to Noah warned him about the vapor barrier. The Lord said: "Make thee an ark of gopher wood: rooms shalt thou make in the ark, and shall pitch it within and without with pitch." Wet or frozen insulation is fatal here so better wrap it in its own envelope of sheet vinyl, or something capable of sealing against vapor transmission. Check fiber glass versus rock wool for hygroscopic characteristics.

Item — Should we use metal, watch out for corrosion — mostly in transit — it's pretty dry around Thule. I am told you could ignite a 2" x 4" with a single match!

Item — Now our panel shapes up to be 4" thick. We need 3V2" of insulation for the proper "U" value. We decide to use 3½ lbs. of density fiber glass in batt form for the walls and roofs and a 6" thick blanket for the floors.

Item — One thing we have just got to watch like mad. Avoid metallic through wall conductivity. Litchfield (my partner) who just came back from Thule reports that in some of the Danish buildings roofing nails showed long icicles in the attic, as well as powdered snow which developed as a result of accumulated moisture. This has to be swept out regularly to prevent ceiling leaks during the late spring and summer thaw. Therefore, through wall metal fastenings are out as well as attic spaces.

Item — We don't want any screw or bolt heads showing on the exterior, or for that matter any projection since these spawn icicles some ten to twelve feet long.

Item — To breathe or not to breathe is a rough question for our panels. If they breathe then the very fine powdery snow will penetrate through the nostrils into the deep dark panel interior and liquify under solar heat and then start weeping all over the place. It this happens in our roof panels we're in a mess. If our panels don't breathe and if our vaporproof insulation envelope remains unpierced then we need no internal diastrophism.

Item — If we have anymore office discussions on the subject of joints between panels, I am going to take to the bottle with a vengeance. What a vexing problem this is! Joints prevent absolute continuity of the vapor barrier, we cannot hope for a material that will retain adhesiveness and flexibility through all our extremes of temperature; we cannot hope for perfect workmanship to obviate the inevitable caulking holidays; we know nothing of the special problems of oxidation at low temperatures will do to the compound; we know nothing of the deteriorating impact of the sun's actinic rays in

Available in Double, Double Hung and Double Horizontal Sliding — All Sash Double for the ultimate in weather protection.

Matching Picture Windows and combinations of above for Ribbon Fenestration.

Fleetlite Windows have all the features needed in modern construction including complete removal from the inside of the building for simple easy low cost cleaning.

Fleetlite Windows are made of the finest extruded aluminum (63ST-5). Prime sash, storm sash and screens (if required) are integral parts of the window assembly.

Stops Wind, Dust, Noise, Heat, Cold — yet opens instantly — easily. Mohair weather stripping and snug interlocking double sash seal out dirt. 116" air space between inside and outside sash insulates for economical heating, air conditioning and sound reduction.

Let us send complete information on this modern window that requires no painting or putting, ever. Clip and mail the coupon below.

Please send me
☐ Detailed Literature ☐ List of Standard Sizes
☐ Typical Installation Data ☐ Location of nearby Fleetlite installation
☐ Have Fleetlite representative call

Name __________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________ State ____________

FLEET OF AMERICA, INC., 2023 Walden Avenue, Buffalo 25, N. Y.
Masonry wall, he lays the reinforcing on the lost course like this:

When a mason uses reinforcing in a masonry wall, he lays the reinforcing on the lost course like this:

With ordinary reinforcing, all the wires are butt-welded in one plane. This allows the side bars to rest right on the blocks. Then the mason puts on his mortar. Steel doesn't float so, obviously, the mortar can't get under the side bars. So the mortar is only bonded to the top and sides.

With Wall-Lok, the Tie Rods are welded across the Side Bars. The mason puts Wall-Lok in the wall with the Tie Rods DOWN:

This holds the Side bars up away from the blocks, and the mortar completely surrounds each Side Bar.

With Wall-Lok, the mortar grips all the way around. When you try to hang onto a rod, you don't hold it with your fingers. You hold it in your fist with your fingers wrapped all the way around.

Why expect mortar to do something you can't do? All Wall-Lok is also deformed for a positive bond the full length.

The value of any reinforcing depends entirely on its bond to the mortar.

All this while holding an overall thickness of 7/32".

ADRIAN PEERLESS INC.
LENROC SAWED-BED ASHLAR:
Sawed Multiple Rise Ashlar
Low cost—Minimum Hand-cutting

LENROC SEAM FACE BONDED ASHLAR:
Our Finest Squared Rubble Stone
All natural seam faces

LENROC DIMENSION BLUESTONE:
Sills, treads, copings, flooring, etc.
Variety of machine finishes

LENROC FLAGSTONE:
Natural Cleft Surface with Variegated Color
All dimensions and sizes

LENROC PANELWALL:
Thin stone panels insulated for curtain walls
Anchored to conventional masonry backup systems

LENROC STONE REPRESENTATIVES

Albany, N. Y.
Amsterdam, N. Y.
Auburn, N. Y.
Binghamton, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Corning, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y.
Liberty, N. Y.
Odessa, N. Y.
Oneonta, N. Y.
Paramus, N. J.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Rome, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Utica, N. Y.
Watertown, N. Y.
West Hempstead, N. Y.
White Plains, N. Y.

Adam Ross Cut Stone Co., Inc.
Grieme Lumber Co.
Maloney Lumber & Supply Corp.
Binghamton Standard Material Co.
John H. Black Company
Corning Building Co.
Harris, McHenry & Baker
Sullivan County Building Materials Co.
Cotton-Hanlan
L. P. Butts
Bergen Bluestone Co.
Hudson Valley Block Co.
Hutchison-Rathbun, Inc.
Prossner & Sons, Inc.
D. J. Salisbury, Inc.
N. D. Peters & Co.
Cushman Builders Supply Co., Inc.
Lawlor Stone, Inc.
Mills Cut Stone Co., Inc.

Cost is surprisingly low.
Our Architectural Staff will gladly assist you in detailing information or budget estimates.

No obligation, of course.
Write for Full Color Brochure and Estimating and Detailing Bulletins.
ST. JOHN'S EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Brown-Guenther-Booss, Architects

ST. MEL'S AUDITORIUM, Flushing, N. Y.
Beatty & Berlenbach, Architects
BRICK for beauty and durability

The use of brick is the perfect answer to today's demand for naturally durable and beautiful building materials. And they offer an almost unlimited range of colors and textures to fit any decorative scheme.

THE BELDEN-STARK BRICK CORPN., NEW YORK CITY

BINGHAMTON BRICK CO., INC., BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

BUFFALO BRICK CORP., WEST FALLS, N. Y.

PARAGON SUPPLY, INC., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

ACME SHALE BRICK CO., INC., BUFFALO, N. Y.

SYRACUSE BRICK CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CONSOLIDATED BRICK CO., INC., HORSEHEADS, N. Y.

JOHN H. BLACK CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

WECKESSER BRICK CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MOHAWK BUILDING MATERIALS CORP., RENSSELAER, N. Y.

HUTCHISON-RATHBUN, INC., ROCHESTER, N. Y.
PROGRESS IN SCHOOL BUILDING

by MALCOLM B. MOYER

Recently two unusual releases have come from the State Education Department. One, a full page circular letter inviting more originality in schoolhouse design and closing with "Let the Dreamers Dream!"

The other, a rather extensive Newspaper Report of an "interview," with Dr. Essex, wherein he opined that the only way to reduce school building costs was to go to "Pre Fabs!"

Those of us who have been taking bids on schoolhouse construction this Spring have had some nasty jolts, from over-runs. Probably these have induced the School Grounds and Building Division to speak up.

The writer has been working with the State Education Department since 1924 and never once during this period has there been a time, when the design of a school building could be undertaken without a lot of restrictions, which reduced the end product to the monotony of standardization.

As of today, the one story structures appear to be a gesture towards cost reduction but forthwith some one in the department is demanding deeper class rooms, which involve heavier roof members, which increases costs.

The use of long one story buildings raises the plumbing costs in appreciable amounts. The demand for two toilet rooms per class room instead of the conventional central toilet rooms together with a sink in each room increases the plumbing costs greatly. If the older grades could be placed above the (K thru 5th) toilet system costs would be greatly reduced.

Lighting demands, thanks to a successful propaganda campaign by the Utility Companies are about three times what they formerly were. The widespread demand for elaborate public address systems, with heavy fluorescent lighting has increased the ratio of electrical to total costs a great deal.

The heating system with fancy unit ventilators and complicated control systems have increased in cost. The single story roof increases total school building heat loss by about 75%. Broad bands of windows add greatly to the room heat losses, and bring in a lighting problem of keeping the glare of the Sun's direct rays out of the children's eyes. They bring in an added amount of heat during Spring and Fall, which cannot be counteracted by the reduced volume of air now permitted and render some rooms scarcely usable.

The Venetian Blind Manufacturers are having a field day because the glare of the "open sided" class room would make intolerable conditions without their product covering most of the glass. These blinds add a considerable amount to the overall cost.

If the dreamers must don strait jackets before they commence seeking inspiration in somnambulism, how can real progress be expected?

On the other hand if ready cut schools resemble most ready cut houses, will they attract bankers to buy 30 year bond issues, based upon them as security?

Will the taxpayers be as willing to vote for bond issues if all they get for their money is a sort of shed like structure held together with bolts and screws?

These questions must be answered and proper action taken before we can make greater progress in school building.
PEKIN COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL, PEKIN, ILLINOIS

Architect: Foley, Hackler, Thompson & Lee
General Contractor: George D. Johnson Co.

Hope's Multi-Story Window Walls
Provide a Built-In Newness That Lasts

This handsome, recently completed school building is another example of a Hope's Multi-Story Window Wall installation. The entire facade shown is comprised of Hope's pressed metal frames, painted white, with the large glass areas glazed directly into them. The ventilators inserted at intervals are Hope's Heavy Custom Casements. Floor-to-sill insulated panels are red porcelain enameled. These red panels and white frames create an effect that is most attractive and only occasional maintenance is required to retain this newness indefinitely.

The ease of construction using Hope's Window Walls is a contributing factor to the speed of enclosure and to independence of weather conditions and outside temperatures. The light weight of these systems results in structural economies right down to the footings. The tightness and rigidity of the structural elements of Hope's Window Walls keep air infiltration and leakage minimized so that fuel savings are materially increased. You will find Hope's Window Walls are the best way to clothe buildings which require large expanses of glass.

Write for Catalog 134 ES for full information

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N.Y.
THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE'S WINDOWS
STRUCTURAL STEEL
FOR STRENGTH AND SECURITY . . .

Typical Example of Longspan Steel Joists being used in a shopping center and one story building.

- STORES
- SCHOOLS
- CHURCHES
- HOSPITALS
- FACTORIES

Steel for Commercial and Industrial Buildings of Every Type . . .

Through a quarter of a century of experience, Leach Steel Corporation has equipped itself to serve the building industry with engineering counsel as well as with fabricating and erecting steels.
The post war development of equipment designed to take advantage of the physical and chemical characteristics of Anthracite has brought it to a convenience and economic level comparable to other fuels available in the space heating field. The modern school with its ranch type single story design has been able to utilize this equipment and to retain the long recognized advantages of unlimited safe storage and cleanliness.

Growing public interest in reducing or eliminating air pollution has brought the use of anthracite, which is smokeless under all conditions, sharply into focus. This is particularly important in schools built in urban areas with high concentration of residences, and in rapidly developing suburban areas which are entirely residential.

Two important developments have taken place in anthracite equipment design.

GRAVITY WATER COOLED GRATE

The Losch Boiler Company of Summit Station, Pa. developed an integral boiler burner unit with a capacity of 7200 sq. ft. EDR steam using the cross feed principle on a water-cooled grate. Further research directed toward the development of a conversion water-cooled grate resulted in a design which could be applied to all conventional cast iron and steel boilers up to capacities of 20,000 sq. ft. EDR steam.

This grate, which has been developed by Losch and Electric Furnace Man, Inc. of Emmaus, Pa., consists of almost flat steel plates. (Angle is lowered 7° from the horizontal feed end to the discharge end.) It is made of 1/4 inch steel plates with 3/32 inch holes drilled on 3/4 inch centers. A water chamber 3/4 inch deep located under the grate is supplied by water from the boiler through flexible connections. The water reaches the grate at the upper end and is circulated by gravity into the boiler below the water line. In this manner, heat from the fuel bed is absorbed by the boiler water and in many cases increases the boiler output by 10% to 15%. Application is limited to low pressure heating boilers.

Coal is fed by gravity from a hopper, running along the length of the boiler, to the grate. The grate is suspended on hangers so that it can move freely. A cam which is connected to the gear box of the drive unit is so arranged as to reciprocate the grate, thus creating movement of fresh fuel across the retort where it is burned and at the same time discharging the ash from the free end to specially-designed containers located at the base of the boiler. The total width of the active grate area from the time the fresh coal enters until it is discharged as ash, is 16 inches. The total movement of the grate is 1/4 inch. The rate of the coal feed can be regulated by the number of reciprocations and can be set to move the grate once every 40 seconds for maximum movement and once every 5 minutes for minimum movement. Intermediate positions provide...
regulation in accordance with the heating load to be carried. Any adjustment by the operator is quickly and easily accomplished.

The water-cooled grate eliminates moving parts in the burning zone and provides a trouble-free automatic anthracite burner. Over-sized foreign matter will not make the grate inoperative. While the grate width is fixed, variations of from 30" to 84" in length are available. Where fire box dimensions permit, a conversion grate can be installed on both sides of the boiler. As a result of maintaining a thin fuel bed, a continuous high burning rate can be sustained without the development of excess air as a result of uneven distribution in burning. Field tests indicate boiler and furnace efficiencies will average from 75 to 82%. MECHANICAL CROSS FEED AIR COOLED GRATE
The Motorstokor Division of the Hershey Machine & Foundry Company of Manheim, Pa. entered the commercial burner field with the development of a cross-feed conversion unit using air cooled tuyeres rather than water-cooled systems.
The manufacturer developed a cast iron high silicon tuyere bar 14 inches in length with an extra-long-cooling fin, so cast as to provide pads between the tuyere bars. The total free area of the grate is a maximum of 5%.

In order to insure uniform fuel bed thickness throughout the length and width of the grate, a twin worm feeding system was developed. Coal is picked up from a universal bin feeder and discharged into a hopper box, thus preventing feeding of the coal directly from above to the supply worm. The supply worm is designed with a capacity slightly in excess of the four distribution plungers so as to insure uniform supply of coal throughout the length of the retort. To prevent overfeeding of coal at the remote end of the supply worm, a reverse flight worm picks up the excess coal and returns it to the hopper box.

In this design, all moving parts are outside the burning zone. The tuyere design is free from metal growth and wear and service costs are low.
There are no obstructions in front of the boiler since the burner can be installed from either side. Capacities of present installations are 200 lb. of coal per hour for the two-section unit and 300 lb. of coal per hour for the three-section unit. Applications may be made to high and low pressure boilers. Radiation loads up to 9750 sq. ft. EDR steam can be carried by a single unit.
CUSTODIAL ATTENTION
The fact that anthracite is fed automatically from the bin; that ash is discharged continuously during the running cycle and that ash can be removed automatically from the base of the boiler reduces custodial attention to a minimum. Typical case histories show that 1 to 1½ man hours per school day during the heating season is the total time required in an average twelve room school with gymnasium and auditorium for boiler room duties.
These duties are usually performed while class rooms are occupied and in no way interfere with other custodial services. Complete automatic controls are standard equipment.
Simplicity of design and the elimination of fuel and air adjustments further reduce custodial attention. The Fuel Management Division of the New York City Board of Education, following an exhaustive study of
One answer to four school construction demands

Concrete masonry units made with \textit{"HAYDITE"} offer these advantages

\textbf{Attractive appearance} Concrete masonry units made with \textit{"HAYDITE"} don't even need to be finished after construction. Their light gray color is attractive, pleasing to the eye.

\textbf{Acoustical control} Concrete masonry units made with \textit{"HAYDITE"} expanded shale aggregate offer up to 18\% greater sound absorption than concrete blocks made with sand and gravel. The ideal building material for gymnasiums, auditoriums, classrooms, hallways, where noise control is a problem.

\textbf{Strength} \textit{"HAYDITE"} aggregate in concrete masonry units makes them stronger and less brittle. Wood trim can be nailed directly to \textit{"HAYDITE"} units, without the use of plugs and strips.

\textbf{Low in cost} These and the other advantages of concrete masonry units made with \textit{"HAYDITE"} keep costs down, for \textit{"HAYDITE"} concrete is a many-purpose building material, eliminating the need for many more costly materials.

Specify concrete masonry units made with \textit{"HAYDITE"}—the one building material that answers nearly every school construction need

\textbf{ONONDAGA BRICK CORPORATION}

Manufacturers of \textit{"HAYDITE,"} the lightweight expanded shale aggregate used in building units, lintels and joists, roof and floor slabs, reinforced concrete pre-stressed members.

Warners, New York Phone Camillus, N. Y., ORange 2-7321
modern anthracite burners, has adopted the equipment for eight schools in their modernization program. Simplicity and low maintenance cost were the deciding factors in the adoption of this policy.

The New York State cities have adopted modern anthracite installations almost universally in their schools. Syracuse and Elmira are the cities which are doing this.

**FUEL COST**

The architect and engineer are frequently faced with the problem of estimating the fuel requirements of new schools.

Many factors are involved in the total fuel requirement for a school. It is not difficult to make an accurate estimate when these factors are known or can be established. These items and the terms in which they are expressed as well as the sources of this information are given here:

1. Ventilating Load — E.D.R. steam radiation
2. Direct Heating Load — E.D.R. steam radiation
3. Hot Water Load — gallons per day
4. Mean Average Outside Temperature (from A.S.H. & V.E. Guide)
5. Total Number of Days in Heating Season (from A.S.H. & V.E. Guide)
6. Total Number of Heat Required School Days (from School Board)

The total annual fuel requirements is the sum of fuel quantities needed for ventilating, heating and hot water. Since the heating value of all fuels is in BTU's per unit (lb., gal. or cu. ft.) it is only necessary to determine total BTU's for these various uses. The following formulae can be applied:

(Continued on Page 56.)
new Hillyard FLOOR SURVEY

Your survey comes bound in this Modern Floor Treatment Manual with product sheets and specifications to fit individual needs.

*individually compiled . . .

to answer architects' questions
on particular floor treatments

CALL ON YOUR HILLYARD "MAINTAINER"

IN ALBANY CALL —
Allan R. Ely
49 Tull Drive
Phone: Colonie UN 9-7831

IN HONEOYE FALLS CALL —
Lewis H. Abel
Phone: 77

IN SLINGERLANDS CALL —
W. H. Bolton
1579 New Scotland Rd.
Phone: Delmar 9764

IN SARANAC LAKE CALL —
Thomas J. Kelly
11 Baker Street
Phone: 1709

IN LYNBROOK, L. I., CALL —
Russell Rose
24 Centre Ave.
Phone: 9-6049
or
Charles J. Rose, Jr.
671 Scranton Ave.
Phone: 9-0543

IN SYRACUSE CALL —
Jerry Grindrod
5532 S. Salina St.
Phone: 9-3333

IN TARRYTOWN CALL —
A. J. Oest and James Oest
112 Union Ave.
Phone: Medford 1-1511

IN KENMORE CALL —
C. E. Creekmore
39 Midland Avenue
Phone: Amherst 7100

ACCEPT A FREE FLOOR SURVEY ON ANY INSTALLATION

Hillyard maintains a nationwide staff of more than 100 technically trained floor consultants (Hillyard Maintainers). The one near you is prepared to make a complete floor survey of any installation, free of charge. You can depend on him to furnish reliable approved floor treatment data.

Write or Call for the Name of your nearest HILLYARD MAINTAINER

ST. JOSEPH, MO. Branches and Warehouse Stocks in Principal Cities
HEATING

BTU per year = Heating Load (EDR Steam) \( \times \) 240 (BTU/sq ft/hr) \( \times \) No. of Heating hrs \( \times \) T1

Design Temperature Difference

T1 is difference between average daily room temperature and mean average outside temperature.

VENTILATION

BTU per year = Ventilating Load (EDR Steam) \( \times \) 240 (BTU/sq ft/hr) \( \times \) No. of Ventilating hrs \( \times \) T11

Design Temperature Difference

T11 is difference between 70°F and Mean average outside temperature

HOT WATER

BTU per year = Daily Load (gal) \( \times \) 8.33 \( \times \) 100 (degree rise) \( \times \) No. of school days

FUEL CONSUMPTION

TONS OF ANTHRACITE = Total Annual BTU's Required

TYPICAL EXAMPLE

Rochester, N. Y.

AVERAGE ROOM TEMP:

2 Hours at 75°F 8 Hours at 70°F 14 Hours at 55°F

Average Daily Room Temperature = 61.8°F

Total number of days in heating season = 260

Total number of school days = 170

Ratio of heat required school days to total days = 17/26

SEASON AVERAGE TEMPERATURE MAINTAINED

170 days at 61.6°F 260 days (260-170) at 55°F

NUMBER OF HOURS FOR HEATING AND VENTILATING

Total Hours in Heating Season = 24 \( \times \) 260 = 6240 Hrs.

Total Hours in Ventilating Season = 24 \( \times \) 17 = 408 \( \times \) 26 = 1360 hours

T1 For Rochester, N. Y.: 59.3°F - 40°F = 19.3°F

T11 For Rochester, N. Y.: 70° - 40° = 30°

*Means Average outside temperature for 6500 degree days

The following established heating values should be used.

Rice Anthracite = 12,500 BTU/lb.

No. 2 Fuel Oil = 1,440,000 BTU/Gal.

Gas From Local Rate Schedule

*Where preheating is required, it will add approximately 1/4 cent per gallon to the fuel cost.

Transportation is a major factor affecting fuel costs. Costs will vary, almost county to county depending on the distance from the original source of supply.

The proximity of the anthracite region in Northeast Pennsylvania gives it a price advantage in all areas of New York State. Cost comparisons will depend on the size of anthracite, and the kinds of other fuels being considered. Today's modern anthracite equipment has established efficiencies comparable with those of other fuels used in school buildings. Therefore costs can be made on the direct BTU basis by applying local prices for the respective fuels.

With the development of new anthracite equipment to meet the demand for convenience, cleanliness and economy combined with anthracite's long recognized advantages of safety and dependability, today's architect can rely on this fuel to meet every requirement for schools.

To assist architects throughout New York State, the Anthracite Information Bureau, 542 Madison Avenue, New York, has prepared a complete handbook of technical data on the new equipment now available. It will be sent, without charge, to any architects desiring to have a copy.

OPERATING DATA

SCOTIA, NEW YORK SCHOOLS AUTOMATIC ANTHRACITE EQUIPMENT

SCHOOL LINCOLN GLENDALE GLENWARDEN

Number of Classrooms 21 14 10

Number of Boilers 2 2 2

Type-Capacity Boiler Pacific (15,180 EDR) Pacific (10,330 EDR) Pacific (10,330)


Stoker Capacity 480 lbs/hr 290 lbs/hr 320 lbs/hr

No. of Custodians 2 1 1

LABOR

2-4 man hrs/day 2-3 man hrs/day 2-3 man hrs/day

FUEL

Rice Anthracite Rice Anthracite Rice Anthracite

Annual Quantity 215 tons 170 tons 150 tons

CURTAIN WALL PERFORMANCE (Continued)

A short while ago I told a leading curtain wall manufacturer about our meeting today and asked him to say something brilliant on the subject. Before one could say "whomhell designed that panel" he gushed forth with the paraphrased following:

"Here we are about the oldest established curtain wall makers and suddenly we find ourselves competing with jokers who buy a window here and a panel there and get someone else to do the erection and off they go dividing responsibility all over the lot and stigmatizing our trade as a bunch of opportunists. First thing you know architects will throw us out as they have other trades where difficulties had become unbearable. No legitimate curtain wall manufacturer should permit any erection gang to put up his stuff other than the manufacturer's own trained crews. For true economy the curtain wall assembly must be fabricated in its entirety in the manufacturer's plant. Architects should become increasingly aware of the fact that the biggest bugaboo in curtain wall construction is leaks first, then for the erection crews problems of proper alignment, then proper allowances for field tolerances to accommodate the inevitable construction inaccuracies and then a thorough recognition that buildings are not static and therefore require ample provision for expansion and construction in all directions."

"In my office on a recent large curtain wall project we called in two reputable manufacturers, made sure we were talking to their technical "low pressure" people and squeezed their best advice out of them. We think it well to talk to more than one manufacturer just to double check several approaches to a given problem. On our public and private work our specifications stress performance objectives not unlike the approach we take in waterproofing specifications. We all know it is foolhardy to specify each and every grant in a waterproofing system and then blithely require the Contractor to furnish a guarantee."

"When the shop drawing for our curtain wall system come in these are viewed with excitement paralleling a ship launching. We study these to see what is being offered and how well the sample examination stage is important too. We usually take the assembly apart and perform an autopsy that would make a medical examiner beam. Gawk do we take ourselves seriously at this point. The background of the proposed curtain wall subcontractor is also examined with great care. In the main we exercise more than reasonable care from birth to 'in situ' of the curtain walls for if we don't on this increasing complex phase of practice it could be curtains for us."

Thank you for having me here today and excuse me for rushing off for I must catch a plane to Greenland — curtain wall igloos, you know. Thank you.
HUDSON RIVER BRICK
for every
"DESIGN DEMAND"

Whether designing in contemporary or conventional architecture, no building product will do more to enhance the beauty of your building than Hudson River Brick.

BRICK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC.
1949 GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
A hideaway kitchen and a slideaway wall in 390 apartments proved an unbeatable combination for the Essex House, Indianapolis, Indiana. Not only did this arrangement save on space and construction costs, but tenants are delighted with the planning.

Foldoor was chosen for the job to give the best folding door appearance and performance. Its ability to stack into a minimum of 1 1/2" per foot of opening... its choice of handsome quality fabrics, equaled by no other folding door manufacturer... and its quiet, smooth folding action were other important factors that determined the selection of Foldoor.

Whenever you build be sure you include Foldoor in your plans. Whatever you build—institution, office building, church or school—there's a size and type of Foldoor to fit your every need and opening. Construction strength and quality are uniform in all models—you never have to guess when you specify Foldoor for any installation.

For further information see Sweet's Catalog or consult your nearby Foldoor installing distributor. There's one in every principal city.

NEW YORK STATE DISTRIBUTORS:

ALBANY     Doyle Home Specialties Co.  
            182 No. Pearl St.
BROADALBIN  Carpenter & Sunderland  
            Robert J. Green Co.  
            66 Wall St.
BINGHAMTON  Dusling and Hunt Inc.  
            1927 Elmwood Ave.
BUFFALO     Harris, McHenry & Baker Co.  
            321 Pennsylvania Ave.
ELMIRA      Musco Aluminum Products, Inc.
NEWBURGH    Foldoor Company, Inc.  
            256 East 49 St.
            A. Mason & Sons, Inc.  
            The Maurer Company  
            31 Richmond St.
            Staten Island Woodworking Co.  
            1282 Richmond Rd.
            E. J. Macner Sales Co.  
            AFSCO Specialties, Inc.  
            P. O. Box 273
NEW YORK CITY  

PLATTSBURGH  
ROCHESTER
STATEN ISLAND  
UTICA
WATERTOWN

HOLCOMB & HOKE  WITH THE CORNICE ON TOP
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COBBLESTONE ARCHITECTURE (Continued)

The masons, undoubtedly, had their own formulas for mixing the mortar and experience was their best teacher in selecting the right quality of burnt lime and the most suitable gravel.

We do know that some of the masons prepared the mortar in the following manner. In the fall of the year they dug a pit near the site of the proposed building, about six feet square and six feet deep. Into the pit was deposited a quantity of burnt limestone and water. It was then covered with cow-manure and allowed to stand over winter. Whether additional ingredients were added or how it was mixed I have not been able to uncover.

In the later cobblestone masonry the lake-washed stones projected considerably more than the early fieldstones. Stone quoins or corner piers were necessary at external corners.

The lime was burnt in local lime pits in a crude manner. Some of the lumps would be over-burnt and some under-burnt, and no doubt, much of the quality of the lime mortar depended upon the right selection of the lump lime.

Some of the masonry walls were built by unskilled or careless craftsmen. The mortar was of a poor quality and the carpentry work was of inferior workmanship. However, this poor craftsmanship does not apply only to the cobblestone buildings, it can also be seen in the Greek Revival and even more so in the Victorian work.

The reason for this poor workmanship that found its way into the building craft was probably caused by the phenomenal population growth of western New York State between 1830 and 1860. The population of cities doubled in four or five years and villages grew up like mushrooms. It is difficult for us today to imagine the demand for stores, shops and houses. The need for buildings combined with a moving population must have completely broken down the old apprentice system. In all probability it was possible during those years for mechanics with but a year or two of training, to undertake the construction of buildings which they were not qualified to erect. A general decline in the art of building was inevitable.
Architects and builders are devoting more attention to the reduction of noises in schools to increase the efficiency and comfort of students and teachers. Because of this trend, investigations have been made to determine the sound absorbing values of various materials. Results have indicated that concrete masonry units having open surface textures will absorb sound readily.

Sound waves upon striking a surface are partly reflected, absorbed and transmitted in varying amounts depending upon the character of the surface. A smooth dense surface, such as hard plaster or glass, will absorb only about 3 per cent of the sound that strikes it. Exposed concrete masonry walls built with the ordinary commercial run of block will absorb between 18 and 68 per cent of the sound. Any material that will absorb 15 per cent or more is considered useful for sound control.

The demand for quiet rooms in schools where noises from the street or from adjacent rooms would be objectionable has led to the use of construction materials that resist the transmission of sound.

Most concrete masonry walls have a sound reduction factor of 40 or more decibels for low sound transmission.

For more information on sound reduction properties of concrete masonry walls, write the New York State Concrete Masonry Association headquarters office, 1 Niagara Square, Buffalo 2, N. Y.
Sanitary drainage systems installed **FASTER** with less effort

Lightweight Copper Tubes and Fittings permit use of time-saving prefabrication methods

In the copper tube sanitary drainage system at the left, four sections (circled) can be prefabricated in the shop while waiting for construction to reach the roughing-in stage. The work is done easier and faster and helps eliminate costly delays to building schedules.

Preassembled units are easy to handle. Using ANACONDA Type M Copper Tube and Anaconda Fittings, the approximate weights are:

- **Section 1** — 9 1/2 lb.
- **Section 2** — 13 lb.
- **Section 3** — 9 1/4 lb.
- **Section 4** — 39 3/4 lb.

When the lighter weight Copper Tube, Type DWV, is used, the total weight will be 10 lb. less.

Compare these weights with similar sections made with ferrous pipe and fittings.

**Copper tubes offer other advantages:**

- Save space. A 3" copper tube stack with fittings can be installed within a standard 4" stud partition.
- 20' standard lengths eliminate many joints in long runs.
- Cutting copper tube to exact dimension is fast and easy with hacksaw or wheel cutter.
- Solder joints can be made easily in tight places and the compact fittings reduce cutting of studs and joists.

**A correct fitting for every part of every job**

There is a full line of ANACONDA Cast Bronze Solder-joint Fittings. They are available in nominal sizes from 1 1/4" to 8", range from elbows, tees, couplings, adapters, regular and long-turn tees, Y-branches, traps, closet bends and flanges.

Write today for booklet, "Copper Tubes for Sanitary Drainage Systems," and see why more and more builders and plumbing contractors are changing to copper. Address: The American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Conn. Buffalo Division: 70 Sayre Street. District Sales Offices: New York City, Rochester, Syracuse.

**ANAConDA**

COPPER TUBES AND FITTINGS

Available through plumbing wholesalers
WHEN QUALITY MUST BE THE HIGHEST...
BUT ECONOMY IS IMPORTANT

Associated Architects:
George Nemeny,
Abraham W. Geller,
Basil Yurchenco

General Contractor:
Adson Builders, Inc.

Flooring Contractor:
Sidney Fenster, Inc.

Upper Manhattan Medical Group, Health Insurance Plan Clinic, New York, N. Y.

MATICO
TILE FLOORING

Preferred for leading hospitals across the country

Where the highest standards are faced with essential economy considerations, more and more architects are specifying MATICO tile flooring for many of the country's finest medical institutions.

Outstanding for utility, beauty and economy, MATICO satisfies the most exacting hospital project requirements. MATICO's tough, long-wearing, easy to clean surface surpasses the most rigid service and hygiene standards. In addition, its resiliency underfoot provides essential quiet in wards, rooms and corridors. And for the touch of cheer that lifts morale, there's nothing quite like MATICO's gay, handsome colors to brighten up the hospital—and the patient. Yes, low-cost MATICO tile flooring gives unequalled value in long-lasting beauty, trouble-free wear and economical maintenance.

No wonder, then, that leading architects specify MATICO for hospital projects all across the country.